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The fllestle staff 
wishes everyone 
a fan and safe 
break. Lagji<for 
the first summer 
edition May 23.
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Drug question holds up student aid
D a n i e l l e  S t e r n  
N e w s  E d it o r
Student financial aid
applications are being held up by 
the U.S. Department of
Education because of a 
previously ignored law regarding 
drug convictions.
Students who left question 
35 blank on their financial aid 
applications will not receive aid 
until they resubmit a completed 
application. The question asks, 
“Have you ever been convicted of 
possessing or selling illegal 
drugs?” Directions printed in 
bold say, “Do n o t . leave this
question blank.”
According to Marian 
Smithson, director of student 
financial aid, 17 students of 5,884 
who have applied for aid for the 
2001-02 school year left question 
35 blank. Of those, five have 
already been moved to award 
status. Smithson said those
awards are frozen until new data 
is received.
“We’ll keep everything on 
hold until questions are
completed and we become aware 
of no problems,” she said.
The Department of
Education is responsible for 
notifying applicants.
According to The Associated
Press, hundreds of thousands of
applicants who did not answer
the question were not denied aid
during the Clinton
administration, despite the law
saying they should have been.
Smithson said 14,800
students of 4 million nationwide 
see DRUG, page 4
Nelly lives up to deal
A l e st l e  S ta ff  R ep o r t
Concert-goers actually got 
more than they paid for at 
Saturday’s Nelly performance.
Bookers and backers of the 
concert said the performance 
exceeded the scheduled time.
According to Lisa Ramsey, 
assistant director of Campus Life, 
Nelly’s contract called for a 90- 
minute show, but combined with 
opening acts and set changes, the 
entire performance lasted for 
more than two hours and 45 
minutes.
“He (the tour manager) 
decides how much will be 
opening act and how much will 
be Nelly,” Ramsey said
Wednesday.
Nelly was scheduled to go 
onstage at 9:30 p.m. but didn’t 
begin performing until 10 p.m. 
Ramsey said he performed for 
approximately 45 minutes.
Alestle Assistant News 
Editor Daniel Toberman was told 
Saturday by security guards in 
the Vadalabene Center the 
concert was being cut short. 
Onstage, Nelly complained of 
being given a time restriction. 
Ramsey said the statements were 
incorrect.
According to University 
Center Board representatives, 
Nelly performed to a crowd of 
about 3,600 at a cost of $40,000.
Bears see what SIUE has to offer
K u m a r  B h o o s h a n
S po r t s  E d ito r  
D a n i e l  T o b e r m a n
A s sis t a n t  N ew s  E d ito r
Two representatives from the 
National Football League 
Chicago Bears traveled to 
Edwardsville Tuesday to tour 
facilities as they look for a new 
summer home.
Bears Director of 
Administration Bill Mcgrane and 
Training Camp Coordinator 
Clyde Emrich toured SIUE’s 
facilities and said it compared 
nicely to the other 12 campuses 
in the state being considered to be 
the next site for the Bears’
summer training camp.
The lack of a football 
program at SIUE didn’t 
discourage Mcgrane.
“I have wondered about that 
a little before we came here, but I 
don’t think so,” Mcgrane said. 
“You certainly have the facility 
here with the stadium.”
Both men said they were 
pleased with the housing, dining, 
meeting and weight training areas 
SIUE provides.
“This is a good solid site,” 
Mcgrane said. “Our reaction is 
very positive.”
However, M cgrane says 
some changes would need to be 
made to get the Bears to choose
SIUE.
“There’s a few points that 
have to be improved,” Emrich 
said. “And that’s the fields and 
the locker rooms.”
Emnch also said the fields at 
every site they visited needed 
work.
The fields being considered 
as sites where practices would be 
held are the intramural fields, the 
athletic fields off Bluff Road and 
Korte Stadium. If SIUE makes 
the first-round cuts, the Bears 
will bring in their own 
groundskeeper to see what needs 
to be done to get the fields up to 
par.
see BEARS, page 4
University Museum copes with SIUE’s largest art collection
Sheri M cW
A n t h o n y  W a t t
A ssis t a n t  N ew s  E d it o r
SIUE will soon own a vast 
assortment of fossils, carvings, odds, 
ends and knickknacks.
The items are the art collection of 
Milton Harrington, an art collector 
who died in December.
Although the entire collection is 
§ kept in the University Museum, only a 
small portion of its pieces belong to 
the university. The rest is still owned 
by Harrington’s estate but will also be 
donated to the university once the 
paperwork is finished. Harrington 
began to store his collection at SIUE 
around 1990.
“He was just looking for a good 
home for his children. The objects 
were, in a sense, his children,” said 
Eric Barnett, director of the museum.
Harrington was as varied as the 
things he spent his life gathering. He
was the first person to receive a degree 
in paleontology from Washington 
University in 1928.
A businessman as well as a 
scientist, he worked at several 
different jobs in the business 
community. He made his money 
printing greeting cards nationwide, 
but running a business did not keep 
him from traveling around the world 
and collecting things as he went.
Harrington bought most of his 
items from fellow collectors and art 
dealers during his travels.
The objects fill half o f the 
University Museum’s 12,600-square- 
foot storage facility.
“So f a r . the objects he 
(Harrington) gave to us while he was 
alive equal about $1.2 million and that 
is only one-tenth of the collection,” 
Barnett said. “How many pieces are in 
the collection? I don’t know. Probably 
100,000.” see MUSEUM, page 2
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G U ITAR  S A LE
All electric & acoustic guitars are now on sale. We have guitars fo r everyone 
beginner, intermediate, and professional - ALL PRICE RANGES. 
F R E E  L E S S O N S  
with any new instrum ent purchase
S ort
M o j o 's  Music
Edwardsville’s Only Pro Music and Sound Shop 
142 N. Main St. • 655-1600
S U N D B m
6 5 6 -U TAN  (8826)
6 tans for
> $21 J
Must Present f * . '  
Student ID & Coupon ^
W e s tg a te ^ j^
f l a y f l B  A p a r tm e n ts  &  T o w n h o m e s
10 minutes from  S1UE!
ASK ABOUT OUR COLLEGE SPECIAL
2 Bedroom Townhomes
(with W/D hook-ups)
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Garden Apartments
Laundry Facilities Available • Some Utilities Included
Call For Prices & Availability
(6 1 8 ) 9 3 1  - 0 1 0 7
Make a difference in the life of a 
child and you make a difference 
in our future. At the St. Louis  
Public School D istrict, our em­
ployees work together to foster a 
learning environment that encourages 
high achievement and prepares our stu­
dents for today 's  -  and tom orrow 's  -  
challenges. Not only do we offer stimulating, 
fu lf i l l in g  opportunities in education, but in many other fields 
and support services as well. For a complete and current listing of our available 
positions, visit our web site at w w w.slps.org. Working together! Making progress! 
Making a difference in our future, one child at a time.
TEACHER HIRING FAIR 
2001-2002 school year 
9:00 a.m. -  1:30 p.m.
Saturday, A pril 28, 2001 
Gateway Educational Complex 
1200 N. Jefferson Avenue 
St. Louis, MO
Candidates should bring transcripts and proof of certification to the fair. Counselors, 
psychological examiners, speech therapists, librarians and substitute teachers are also 
needed. Tentative job offers, pending record checks, will be made to the most promising 
candidates. If qualified, candidates will be hired fo ' the 2001 -  2002 school year. (If the 
candidate is available, intent to hire offers can be made to finish the current school year.)
The District offers an excellent salary and benefits package that includes paid health, 
dental, vision and term life insurance, tuition reimbursement (through the Parsons- 
Blewitt Memorial Fund) and retirement plan. St. Louis Public Schools -  help us make a 
difference in our future. For more information, please call 314-345-2295. If unable to 
attend our Hiring Fair, you may contact us at: Human Resource D ivision, 801 N 11th 
Street, St. Louis, MO 63101. EOE
, A
See you at the fair!
P U B L I C S C H O O L S
Student dies in two-vehicle collision
A n t h o n y  W a t t
A s sis t a n t  N e w s  E d ito r
Brenda Foote, the mother of 
Brian P. Foote of Belleville, 
would like the SIUE community 
to have a moment of silence for 
her son on Friday.
Brian Foote, 22, a junior 
sociology major at SIUE was 
killed in a car accident at 1:38 
a.m. Sunday.
The accident occurred 
approximately 970 feet south of 
Fred Huth Road on Illinois Route 
13.
According to the Illinois 
State Police, Foote was driving 
north on Illinois Route 13 when a 
1987 model Nissan pickup truck 
driven by David L. Sumoski, 29, 
of Cahokia crossed the center line 




Visitations for Foote will be 
from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday and from 
7:30 to 11 a.m. Saturday at 
McDaniel Funeral Home in 
Sparta.
The funeral will be at 1 p.m. 
Saturday at Sparta’s The Church 
o f God in Christ Jesus All 
Nations.
“Brian was a wonderful son 
and the years we had with him 
were wonderful,” Brenda Foote 
said. “He loved his sisters, and 
his mom and dad. He loved his 
family. He had an interest in 
sports and in history. He was a 
history buff. I kept wanting him 
to be a history teacher but he 
didn’t have the temperament.
“He never gave me a speck 
of trouble. He was a good son and 
he was just talking about joining
the police academy that 
weekend,” she said.
Foote was pronounced dead 
at 2:45 a.m. The state police said 
he was not wearing his seat belt.
Sumoski was taken to St. 
Elizabeth’s Hospital in Belleville. 
He was reported in fair condition 
Wednesday.
Sumoski’s passenger Scott 
A. Medford, 26, of Lenzburg was 
taken to St. Louis University 
Hospital. He was reported in 
serious condition by hospital 
officials Wednesday.
Both Sumoski and Medford 
were wearing their seat belts at 
the time of the accident.
Foote is survived by his 
parents Paul and Brenda Foote 
and his sisters Dieter and Taylre 
Foote.
S h e r i M c W h ir t e r M z.e s 7X£
These are just a few of the pieces in the University Museum’s Harrington collection, which consists 
of 100,000 works.
The Harrington collection includes items from 
South America, Central America, Greece, Egypt 
and the Mississippian culture of Cahokia Mounds 
fame.
Barnett said the biggest problem he faces is 
taking care of the collection. This includes 
cataloging it, keeping items intact and keeping track 
of all of the collection.
He is trying to decide exactly what to do with 
the seashells, coins, the complete skeleton of a cave 
bear and the massive quantities of other Harrington 
material stored at SIUE.
Barnett said art students can use pieces in their 
classes or research on technique.
“You see here,” Barnett said, pointing to two 
similar bronze statues of a mounted American 
Indian, “the difference in the detail. This one is 
much more detailed. The other is a copy that didn’t 
use the original mold.”
Barnett said at least four students are using
Harrington artifacts in their classes.
Senior Debra Jaime is using artifacts from the 
Caribbean in her art history class.
“Right now I’m doing three cases where I’m 
going to display Harrington pieces,” she said. “They 
are Taino artifacts. The Taino are the indigenous 
people of the Caribbean.”
She said her project is about the interaction of 
European explorers and the indigenous peoples.
“I am Puerto Rican,” she said. “I have Taino in 
my blood somewhere along the line.”
Barnett also said he would like to see the 
collection used at the university, .but if there are 
objects that cannot be used, it would not be 
appropriate to keep them. Some could be sold and 
others loaned out to other museums.
Since 1990, SIUE has displayed Harrington’s 
items 16 times. Each exhibit had a different cultural 
theme or emphasis. Items are also on display in 
small amounts all over campus.
C a m p u s  S c a n n e r
Music: The SIUE Choral/Orchestra will 
perform at 7:30 p.m. Thursday and Friday in 
Katherine Dunham Hall theater. Admission is $2 
for students and $3 for the public.
More Music: The Suzuki Spring Festival 
Concert will be at 2 p.m. Sunday in the John C. 
Abbott Auditorium of Lovejoy Library.
Art: “About-face,” the master of fine arts 
exhibition by sculpture graduate student David 
Lange of St. Cloud, Minn., begins with artist’s 
remarks at 5 p.m. Sunday in the New Wagner Art
Gallery just off the atrium lobby of the Art and 
Design Building. The exhibition continues through 
May 5.
SLDP: “Youth Violence Caused by the Media” 
will be the topic of the Student Leadership 
Development Program module at 5 p.m. Thursday 
in the Meridian Ballroom . Arts and Issues speakers 
Nadine Strossen, president of the American Civil 
Liberties Union, and attorney Jack Thompson will 
be presenting the module. For more information, 
call the Kimmel Leadership Center at 650-2686.
Editorial
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E m x q b i&u
E d it o r  in  c h i e f :
B r ia n  W a l l h e im b r  
N e w s  e d it o r :
D a n ie l l e  S t e r n  
A s s is t a n t  n e w s  e d it o r s : 
D a n ie l  T o b e r m a n  
A n t h o n y  W att 
L if e s t y l e s  e d it o r :
B r a d  B r e f e l d  
A s s is t a n t  l if e s t y l e s  e d it o r : 
M eg h a n  D a u g h er ty  
S p o r t s  e d it o r :
K u m a r  B h o o s h a n  
A s s is t a n t  s p o r t s  e d it o r : 
V a c a n t  
C h ie f  c o p y  e d it o r : 
M el issa  S t e in  
C o p y  e d it o r s :
K a r e n  M . J o h n s o n  
L in d sey  T  h o m a so n  
C h r ist y  S c h ic k e r  
P h o t o  e d it o r :
S h eri M c W h irter  
S u p p l e m e n t a l  S e c t io n s  
E d it o r :
E l iz a b e t h  G r im sl e y
G r a p h i c s / p r o d u c t i o n  : 
G r a p h ic s  a s s is t a n t s :
J e n n ife r  A . G r ee n  
A n d r e w  L e h m a n  
D ea n n a  H ealy  
W e b m a s t e r :
R a k e s h  K u m a r  Va r g a n t i
A d v e r t i s i n g :
N ic o l e  H u m p h r e y s
C i r c u l a t i o n :
S c o t t  G a r k ie  
C h a d  N e l so n
A l e s t l e  a d v i s e r :
M ik e  M o n t g o m e r y  
G r a p h ic s  s u p e r v is o r : 
M ik e  G e n o v e se  
O f f i c e  m a n a g e r :
M ary  A ll iso n  
S e c r e t a r ie s  
S ta c ie  E vans
 K a tie  T h o r n to n ________
T h e  f ir s t  c o p y  o f  e a c h  
A l e s t l e  is  f r e e  o f  c h a r g e . 
E a p h  a d d it io n a l  c o p y  c o s t s  
25 c e n t s .
Le t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d it o r  p o u c k
The editors, stall' and publishers of 
the Alestle believe in the free exchange 
of ideas, concerns and opinions and will 
publish as many letters to the editor as 
possible. Letters may be turned in at the 
Alestle office located in the Morris 
University Center. Room 2022 or via e- 
mail at alestle_editor@hotmail.coin. All 
hard copy letters should be typed and 
double-spaced. All letters should be no 
longer than 500 words. Please include 
your phone number, signature(or name, 
if using e-mail) and student 
identification number.
We reserve the right to edit letters 
for grammar and content. However, 
great care will be taken to ensure that the 
message of the letter is not lost or 
altered.
Letters to the editor will not be 
printed anonymously except under 
extreme circumstances.
The Alestle is a member of the 
Illinois College Press Association, the 
Associated Collegiate Press and 
UWIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym 
derived from the names of the three 
campus locations of SIUE: Alton, East 
St. Louis and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays during fall and 
spring semesters, and on Wednesdays 
during summer semesters. For more 
information, call (618) 650-3528.
Have a comment?
Let us know!
Send us an e-mail: 
alestle _editor@hotmail. com  
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167 
Edwardsville, 111. 62026-i 167
Goodbye, good luck, see you soon
The semester is almost over.
Soon we all will be looking back at the 
last few months and wish we had classes to 
keep us busy.
Well, maybe not, but it won’t be long 
before the spring semester is just a memory.
This is the last edition of the Alestle for 
the semester. If you’re taking summer 
classes, w e'll see you in a few weeks. If 
you'll be back in the fall, we'll see you in a 
few months. Be sure to enjoy your break, no matter how short it is.
We want to congratulate our graduates. We hope that from here 
you all can go on to living the lives you’ve dreamed of and being the
successes that college has set you up to be.
This is the graduation edition of the Alestle. The middle eight 
pages come out and are a sAuvenir for the graduates. Be sure to take 
a Iqok at it.
I will be back for another three semesters as the editor of the 
Alestle starting this summer. So, be sure to check us out over the 
sumjner. Even if you're not on campus, you can check the Web site at 
www.thealestle.com to keep up with the happenings at SIUE.




Letters to the Editor-
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on the article on the Nelly concert that 
ran in the April 24 edition of the Alestle.
I believe the article was grossly inaccurate and negative, when the 
concert itself was a very successful and positive experience on this 
cdmpus.
The headline shocked me into reading the article to find out what 
negative comments Daniel Toberman had to say about the concert, 
especially when I remembered the article that ran last year regarding 
the Urge concert. Nelly’s performance was actually not cut short. He 
was scheduled for 45 minutes, which was part of his contract. And as 
the article pointed out, he performed for 50 minutes.
Also, the four opening acts were scheduled as follows: Core was 
scheduled for 10 minutes, Royce da 59 for 15, Alley Life for 15 and 
Sticky Fingaz for 20. While Nelly did appear on stage late, that was 
something members of the University Center Board could not control 
in any way. And we never suggested to Nelly that it was time for him 
to get off the stage at any point during the performance.
Instead of writing these inaccuracies, Toberman could have 
focused on all the positive points of this concert.
Tickets sold out in approximately two weeks, and the house was 
packed. Final attendance for the concert was recorded at somewhere 
around 3,600 people. That’s probably one of the largest events to occur 
on this campus in a long time.
Up until Toberman’s article ran, I heard nothing but positive 
comments from students, and several staff members have gone out of 
their way to congratulate us on a job well done. There were no fights 
and no serious mishaps. The ambulance service we hired was never 
needed, and everyone had a good time.
I’m sorely displeased that such a negative article was run when in 
reality the concert was the most successful event the University Center 




First, let me compliment you and your staff on the many 
improvements to the Alestle over the last year. Then let me complain.
I was disappointed that Daniel Toberman made the choice to write 
a negative story about the April 21 Nelly concert. While I was 
disappointed with the factual errors in his article and a true lack of 
investigation in his reporting, what I found most disappointing was his 
failure to consider the numerous positive aspects of the concert.
The performances were dynamic, the crowd well behaved, and 
the staff and volunteers courteous and efficient. This concert was a 
success from both an artistic level and from the community level.
Those of us who attended with an open mind were brought closer 
together while being greatly entertained. Most importantly, it showed 
that this campus is both ready and deserving of being entertained by 
major acts.
Had Mr. Toberman actually reported the story that was unfolding 
on April 21, he would have written about how the quality of student 
life on this campus took a major step forward with that concert. He 
should have been congratulating everyone involved with the concert 
for opening our eyes to the possibilities that exist for major student- 
centered events on campus and not trying to find controversy where 
none existed.
Part o f a reporter’s responsibility to the community is to report the 
full story. Unfortunately, in an attempt to find a controversy, Toberman 
missed the real news from the concert.
A.G. Monaco 
Director of Human Resources
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the article on Springfest that was 
published on April 24. Brooke Heitz’s article gives readers a false 
sense of what actually occurred.
I attended the events and can honestly say that the article left out 
some key details about the Outback Bonfire. The story says that the 
evening was fun and exciting, which was the exact opposite of what 
actually occurred.
I was there to watch my friends’ band, Kessel Run. This Outback 
Bonfire was one of the worst-planned events I have ever seen on 
campus. For starters, the band was not provided with any sound 
equipment. Luckily they had brought their own just in case, otherwise 
there wouldn’t have been a show at all. When they arrived, no one 
even knew if a sound person had been contacted or how long the band 
was supposed to play.
It appeared there were two groups running the event. There was 
the group that was in charge of the Survivor Challenge and the group 
that was in charge of the food. While these two groups were worrying 
about what they were in charge of, someone missed the entertainment 
part.
The people who were there and in charge were very nice, but no 
one knew what anyone was supposed to do. This was probably due to 
the arguing the two groups were doing. Just standing around, you 
could hear a woman yelling at others in the pavilion about wasting her 
time. The band did, however, set up and went on with the 
performance, which got under way about 5 p.m.
Within 15 minutes of the Survivor Challenge concluding, people 
started to leave. 1 guess they were fast eaters. By 5:30 p.m. there were 
only about 20 people left. Then they announced the winner of the 
Nelly tickets, which was the most insulting thing that happened all 
evening.
Having no set time for the ticket drawing, they could have waited 
until Kessel Run was done playing, but they didn’t. They asked the 
band after a song if they would pick the winner from an envelope. 
They graciously did, and the winner was eventually picked (you had 
to be in attendance to win the tickets). After the winner was 
announced, everyone but the food servers and the fans of the band left.
The very least that the people in charge could have done was wait 
for the band to finish playing. After all, they were there playing on 
only two hours’ notice and with their own equipment because 
someone messed up. It was one of the rudest things I have ever seen.
After attending that event, I am no longer sorry that I don’t go to 
more school functions. People are always complaining that there isn’t 
anything to do on this campus. While I am sure that most other events 
are not as poorly planned and executed as this, it’s always the bad 
things people remember. That should be considered the next time 
someone plans a campus activity.
Travis Brown 
Mass Communications
TTse y o u r  F i r s t  
Amendment.  
W rits  a l a t t e r  
t o  t h e  e d i t o r .
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Attention Students!
Looking for Storage?
Come to TRI-COUNTY STORAGE
Edwardsville’s only award winning 
“customer service” facility 
m  College Student Special $20/month 
PL (on 5x5 storage only)
Call us today! 
6 5 6 -3 4 2 7
6463 C enter G ro ve  Road 
Ed w a rd sville , IL 62025
R e ce ive  $5.00  off 
1st M onth’s R ent
Sign Storage Contract Today
Expires June 1, 2001
Nadine Strossen
debates
Ja c k  Thom pson
Thursday, April 26, 7:30 p.m.
SIUE University Center, Meridian Ballroom
What influence, if any, does a violent 
culture have on youth? Have pop 
culture and the mainstream media 
become scapegoats or co-conspirators? 
Nadine Strossen, President of the 
American Civil Liberties Union, w ill 
debate well-known attorney Jack 
Thompson, who has made a career of 
prosecuting cases involving obscenity 
and violence in popular culture.





Help families enjoy a night of fun
/ / : /
Studying for 
finals? Getting 
ready for graduation? 
there is no
time for car shopping? No  
need to worry!
A
For the Entire month of ( / if
M a y , you can finance
with S.W .I.C.S.I.U. and receive an interest rate 
as low as 6 .7 5 %  on a pre-owned vehicle from 
E n te rp ris e  C a r  S a le s !
For more information contact
M e l is s a  U n d e r w o o d
N ew s  St r in g e r
The eighth-annual Family Fun Night is just 
around the comer.
Family Fun Night will be from 5 to 9 p.m. 
Friday, May 18, in the Morris University Center for 
the second year in a row. Activities are open to all, 
including video karaoke, arts and crafts, games, 
clowns, face painting and informational booths 
from various community agencies.
The $3 per family admission fee covers all 
activities.
“We hope to see many SIUE families there,” 
said Rachel Witt, director of marketing and chair of 
the Family Fun Night Committee. Last year the 
attendance was around 1,200 people.
The American Humanics Student Association 
is recruiting volunteers for the event.
Volunteers will assist with activities, greet 
people, assist with video karaoke, dress as 
characters, direct traffic, help with registration, and 
help set up and tear down. Volunteers will have a 
choice in what area to work unless they are needed 
in another.
“We have recruited several volunteers local
schools and organizations, but we are still in need of 
many more volunteers,” Witt said. Approximately 
200 volunteers are needed to manage the event.
Witt named three goals for the event. The first 
goal is for families from the community to come 
together for an affordable night of fun. The second 
is to help parents and children learn activities that 
they can try at home for little cost to continue 
healthy parent-child interaction. The third is for 
families to get exposure to several community 
agencies and learn more about the services available 
to the community.
W itt said the AHSA, as an advocate for 
nonprofit community organizations, supports these 
goals.
“This event relates to the purpose of the 
American Humanics Student Association in many 
ways,” she said.
Members involved in event planning are taught 
community involvement, marketing, resource 
development and administrative work. Members 
learn how to be leaders and put their team-building 
roles to use.
Interested volunteers should call the AHSA 
office at 650-3645.
Staff member wins state service award
A l e st l e  S ta ff  R e po r t
Assistant Director of the 
Kimmel Leadership Center 
Suzanne Kutterer-Siburt was 
awarded for her work with the 
Illinois Campus Compact.
Kutterer-Siburt received a 
plaque in recognition for the 
various community and student- 
based programs she organizes.
“I was really surprised to 
receive this honor,” Kutterer- 
Siburt said. “Schools like the
D R U G -------------
from page 1
“It doesn't belong there,” she 
said. “You’re running the process 
based on a minute number of 
students.”
Smith, also said students are 
ineligible for state aid in Illinois 
if  they refuse to answer the 
question.
Students who answer yes to 
the question receive a worksheet 
in the mail to determine if the 
conviction affects aid eligibility.
Critics of the law point to the 
encouragement of aid applicants 
to lie to receive financial
University of Illinois and 
Northwestern (University) are 
involved with the Illinois Campus 
Compact, so it was exciting to 
win over those schools.”
Kutterer-Siburt has been 
secretary for the organization’s 
board for the past two years.
“We recognize Suzanne 
because of her commitment, not 
only to her programs, but to 
service learning as a whole,” said 
Kathy Engleken, director of the 
Illinois Campus Compact. “She
continues to push for 
improvement in the Illinois 
Campus Compact.”
The Illinois Campus 
Compact promotes and develops 
involvement in community 
service programs such as 
volunteerism and services linked 
to students enrolled in higher 
education in Illinois. More than 
25 colleges and universities are 
members of the Illinois Campus 
Compact.
assistance. However, students 
said they feel applicants should 
be accountable.
“It should be encouraging 
students to claim responsibility 
for their actions,” said Tobie 
DePauw, a senior in liberal arts. 
“If they fill it out honestly, there’s 
a better chance they’re going to 
get financial aid.”
Devon Van, a junior in music 
education, agrees. “Students 
should be smart enough to fill it 
out,” he said.
Ariana Elia, a sophomore in
com puter science, said the
question should be optional, but 
said she doesn’t understand why 
applicants wouldn’t respond. “I 
really don’t see why you
wouldn’t answer it,” she said.
Other students said they
didn’t care about the new
enforcement of the law.
“It doesn’t really affect me,” 
said Mark Blane, an undeclared 
freshman.
For more information, call 




An advantage that SIUE has over other sites is its 
proximity to Lambert Airport.
“We fly our team out of camp at least once for preseason 
games,” Mcgrane said. “So we need an airport with a runway 
big enough to land a 757.”
Neither of the officials said he thought that being close 
to Rams’ park will make a difference. They said they hope to 
extend the Bears’ fan base outside Chicago into Southern 
Illinois.
“We have been training in Wisconsin for 18 years, and 
Packer fans are worse,” Mcgrane said. “We wouldn’t have a 
sense of outcast by being close to St. Louis.”
If SIUE is the chosen site for the Bears’ camp, it would 
mean an economic boost for the surrounding area and 
positive exposure for the school.
“It will be an economic benefit for the community, but a 
break even for the school,” said Patrick Williams, vice 
chancellor for development and public affairs.
SIUE will look to community business leaders for added 
financial support to fund most of the facility upgrades 
needed to accommodate the Bears.
After the hews conference, SIUE officials held a 
reception that included many area civic and political leaders.
A final decision is expected to be made before the team 
leaves for its final camp in Platteville, Wis., in June.
J e s s i c a  C l o s e n  I A l e s t l e  
Bill Mcgrane, the Bears’ director of 
administration, addresses the media 
Tuesday in Birger Hall regarding the 
Bears comeing to SIUE for training camp.
S.W .I.C.S.I.U. Credit Union  
(6 1 8 )  6 5 0 -3 7 6 0  
— o r  ~
Enterprise C ar Sales 
(6 1 8 )  2 8 8 -0 8 8 3
*Students, faculty, and s ta ff o f  SIUE 
are eligible to become members.
"Investing in 
each other."
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French makes the grade 
for students this summer
M e l is s a  U n d e r w o o d
N e w s  S t r in g e r
French students will have a 
chance to experience the culture 
of France firsthand during a 
summer course.
The foreign language 491 
class will meet only once on 
campus for an informational 
meeting. The second class 
meeting will be on the May 5 
flight to Paris. Over two weeks, 
students will earn three credit 
hours by studying in both a 
structured class format and 
through diverse activities in a 
strictly French-speaking environ­
ment. From the moment the 
students meet, the class will be 
conducted entirely in French.
According to the syllabus, 
the course is an “immersion 
language and culture course in 
which students will develop 
individual fluency in French 
while learning about 
contemporary France and French 
culture.”
The Ecole. Superieure des 
Sciences Commerciales d’Angers 
will provide the traditional 
classroom in which students will 
study from two required texts and 
practice conversation skills. 
ESSCA in Angers, France, is a 
French exchange school with 
SIUE. The students will spend a 
couple of hours on each of five 
mornings at ESSCA.
The remainder of the time 
will be spent visiting the main 
tourist areas in Paris, Angers and 
the Loire Valley. The students 
will deal with practical situations
^  Kerasotes Theatres
visit our website at www.kerasotes.com oia/7 rriuay. 
C i n e  254-6746 IN am eokTC inkm a 877-6630
400 Central Ave., Roxana I  Nameoki Village, Granite City
|s2.5° All Seats / All Shows! 77
Exit Wounds (R)
Fri/Sat 7:00, 9:15; 
Sun-Thurs 7:00; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:00
SHOWPLACE 12 659-SHOW 
E d w a rd s v il le
Just W. of Rt. 159 on Center Grove Rd.
s2.50 All Seats / All Showsj 77
ALL STADIUM SEATING • ALL DIGITAL SOUND
$5.00 * All Shows Before 6 pm 
$5.50 • Students • Seniors 77 &
Town & Country (R)
Daily 3:50, 6:30, 9:00; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:10 
Driven (PG-13)
Daily 4:10, 7:00, 9:55; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:20 
The Forsaken (R)
Daily 4:30, 7:20, 9:40; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:40 
One Night at McCool’s (R)
Daily 4:00, 6:40, 9:10; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:30 
Crocodile Dundee (PG)
Daily 4:20, 6:50, 9:20; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:00 
Freddy Got Fingered (R)
Daily 4:50, 7:10, 9:30; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:20 
Bridget Jones’ Diary (R)
Daily 5:10, 7:40, 10:00; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:50 
Josie and the Pussycats (PG-13) 
Daily 5:30, 7:50, 10:05; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:40 
Joe Dirt (PG-13)
Daily 5:40, 8:00, 10:15 
Sat/Sun Matinee 12:50, 3:00 
Blow (R)
Daily 5:20, 8:10 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:10 
Along Came a Spider (R)
Daily 4:40, 7:45, 10:10; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:50 
Spy Kids (PG)
Daily 5:00, 7:30, 9:50 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:30
Joe Dirt (PG-13)
Fri/Sat 7:00, 9:15; .  
Sun-Thurs 7:00; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:15 
Pokemon 3 (G)
Fri/Sat 6:45, 9:00; 
Sun-Thurs 6:45; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:00
Cottonwood C inema 656-6390
Upper Level o f Cottonwood Mall 
(Next to  Walmart) • Edwardsville
S2.QQ All Seats / All Shows
Enemy at the Gates (R)
Fri/Sat 7:00, 9:45; 
Sun-Thurs 7:00; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:00 
Heartbreakers (PG-13) 
Fri/Sat 7:10, 9:50; 
Sun-Thurs 7:10; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:15 
Chocolat (PG-13)
Fri/Sat 7:20, 9 40; 
Sun-Thurs 7:20; 
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:30
E A S T G A T E  6  254-5289
Eastgate Center. East A lton
00 • All Shows Before 6 pm t 
• Students • Seniors . z$4
Driven (PG-13)
Fri/Sat 4:10, 6:50, 9:40;
Sun-Thurs 4:10, 6:50;
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:30 
Crocodile Dundee in Los Angeles (PG) 
Fri/Sat 4:30, 7:00, 9:20;
Sim-Thurs 4:30, 7:00;
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:20 
Freddy Got Fingered (R)
Fri/Sat 4:40, 7:20, 9:45;
Sun-Thurs 4:40, 7:20;
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:00 
Bridget Jones' Diary (R)
Fri/Sat 5:00, 7:10, 9:30;
Sun-Thurs 5:00, 7:10;
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:30 
Spy Kids (PG)
Fri/Sat 4:20, 6:40, 9:00;
Sun-Thurs 4:20, 6:40;
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:45 
Joe Dirt (PG-13)
Fri/Sal 5:15, 7:30, 9:50;
Sun-Thurs 5:15, 7:30;
Sat/Sun Matinee 2:45
in French and experience French 
culture up close.
Frederic Leveziel, a foreign 
languages and literature 
instructor, will serve as a tour 
guide at all times to avoid 
English-speaking guides.
“I have already done 
research on all of the places we’re 
going to visit,” Leveziel said.
In addition to visiting 
famous castles, the Eiffel Tower 
and the Louvre, students will be 
able to practice their language 
skills in restaurants, hotels, a 
movie theater, the subway, a 
hypermarket, an outdoor market 
and a department store.
The trip will be taken in 
conjunction with a School of 
Business trip with more than 20 
graduate business students. 
Leveziel said the English- 
speaking graduate students will 
meet the French class 
occasionally during the trip, but 
they will not be traveling together 
or staying in the same hotels.
The price of the trip is more 
than $2,000 per person. The 
College of Arts and Sciences is 
assisting students with $600 each 
through the CAS travel fund.
The class is closed for this 
summer, but Leveziel said he 
intends to offer the trip again next 
summer for interested students. 
The prerequisite for the class is 
French 202, the fourth semester 
in a series of beginning and 
intermediate classes.
For more information, 
contact Leveziel at 650-2313 or 
via e-mail at flevezi@siue.edu.
Health Insurance 
for Students
...The good sfuff-m ajor companies 
you know and trust!
$15 docs’ office visit copay 
$2.5 million max. benefits
5000 area docs and 30 area
hospitals in network 
age 18-24, monthly rate 
male $53 / female $74
Greg Schmidt Agency
656-9086
S 3 . O O  O F F
A N Y  P A C K A G E O R  L O T IO N  
$ 2 5  O R  M O R E
Call Today 656-8266
YO U  COULD
CHICAGO, BUT 
Y O U ’D H A V E TO 
RO O T FO R  T H E
CUBS.
besljobs.com
DAVID ORLANDO SEANN WILLIAM JULIANNE 
DUCHOVNY JONES SCOTT a n d  MOORE
Have a nice end of the world.
EVOLUTION
IB  JOE ID
COLUMBIA r~v| 
PICTURES U J  y
www.countingdown.com
uin l u f f l i i i j u m t i a i
g B / ddj t P r e a m W j r k s  
P IC T U R E S
DISTRIBUTED BY DREAMWORKS DISTRIBUTION ILC TM1C 2001 DREAMWORKS U.C
FREE REFILL on All Sizes of Popcorn and Soft Drinks ! IN  THEATRES E V E R Y W H E R E  THIS J UNE




Police responded to a two- 
car accident at the intersection of 
University and Cougar Lake 
drives. Melissa Buckner 
received a citation for failure to 
yield while turning left.
Ambulance
4/19/01
Health Service requested 
the transport of a student with 




A glass panel at the bus stop 
in Cougar Village Lot 4B was 
shattered.
4/15/01
A vending machine in the 
women's restroom of the East St. 
Louis Center was broken into. 
The money had been taken.
Fire Department
4/15/01
Police contacted the 
Edwardsville Fire Departmet to 
put out a fire in a trash can in 
front of Cougar Viillage 402.
4/10/01
A soda delivery man
reported that two cases of soda 
had been stolen from his truck 
while it was parked on campus 
grounds.
An SIUE truck that was 
parked on the bike trail 
overnight had damage done to it 
and had items missing.
Traffic
4 /10/01
Police issued a citation to 
Tawanda Malone for parking in 
a handicapped space in Cougar 
Village Lot 4D.
Police issued a citation to 
Nick Hartwig for disobeying a 
traffic light on North University 
Drive.
4/12/01
Police issued a citation to 
Amy Patterson for speeding on 
University Drive.
4 /13/01
Police issued citations to 
Albert Thompson for expired 
registration, having no front 
license plate, improper use of 
registration and failure to secure 
new registration.
Theft
a r e  w a k t n e L .  h o a n h i j
M o s t  511 ) &  sfad&n+S d r in k -  O - J  d r in k s  p e r  w & & k .
® ■ (1,052 STVP6NT5 SVKV&reP)
1 PK.INK* 12 OZ-. 5" OZ-. WINE- 1 OZ-. UdPUOK cors- accohoc anp sum&y, sive, a m i. 2000
f 'o r  More- Information Contact: TWC SIL/& W64-UNS-SS CfcNV&K. (618) 650-5875 vre-llne-iiSs'ive-.cdv
Presents
The 7th Annual 
Carter G. Woodson Commemorative Celebration
May 4th, 2001 
7:30 p.m. 
Meridian Ballroom
Reception immediately following program.
This is a program developed to show appreciation 
to minority students for their exceptional academic achievements.
Guest speaker:
Reverend Roland I. Neal
McCasland Temple Church of God in Christ
This even t is fu n d e d  in p a rt or w ho le  th ro ug h  S tuden t A c tiv ity  Fees.
( m u / u a t i o n
2001
f a * / / 2 6 I  2 0 0 /
Another semester draws to a close and 
another group o f students prepares to cross the 
stage and receive degrees from SIUE.
According to Janet McReynolds, associate 
vice chancellor for student affairs, 
approximately 850 to 900 o f  the 1,300 eligible 
students will attend the May 5 commencement 
ceremony.
Due to the number o f students, two 
ceremonies have been planned.
The College o f Arts and Sciences and the 
schools of Engineering and Nursing are 
scheduled for 9 a.m. The schools of Business 
and Education will follow at 1 p.m.
Each ceremony will have a student speaker.
At the early ceremony, nursing graduate 
student Sherieda Stewart will speak, and Elliot 
Safley Boehm, who is receiving a graduate 
degree in psychology, will speak at the 
afternoon ceremony.Both ceremonies will be in 
the Vadalabene Center.
Lee Shulman, president o f the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 
is scheduled to speak at both.
Shulman will also receive an honorary 
doctorate o f humane letters at the 9 a.m. 
ceremony. The honorary degree is in 
recognition of his work with the scholarship of 
teaching.
.
Honorary doctorate to be awarded
G r a d u a t io n  p h o t o s  c o u r t e s y  P h o t o  S e r v ic e s
E l iz a b e t h  G r im s l e y
S u pp l e m e n t a l  S e c t io n s  E d it o r
Lee Shulman, nationally 
recognized educational
researcher and president of the 
Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching, will 
receive an honorary doctorate of 
humane letters from SIUE at the 
spring commencement.
Shulman will receive his 
award at the 9 a.m. ceremony and 
will also speak to graduates at 
both commencements.
In addition to his work with 
the Carnegie Foundation, 
Shulman was the Charles E. 
Ducommun professor of
education and professor of 
psychology at Stanford
University.
He received his bachelor of 
arts, master of arts and doctorate 
in educational psychology 
degrees from the University of 
Chicago. He also holds five
honorary doctorates.
He was an assistant and 
associate professor at Michigan 
State University from 1964 to 
1968, a visiting professor at 
Hebrew University/Hadassah
P h o t o  c o u r t e s y  
w w w .c a r n e g i e f o u n d a t i o n .o r g  
Lee Shulman, speaker and 
honorary degree recipient
School of Medicine from 1969 to 
1970 and a full professor at 
Michigan State University from 
1968 to 1982.
Shulman was also the co­
director of the Institute for 
Research on Teaching at
Michigan State in 1976.
Shulm an’s research and 
writings have dealt with the study 
of teaching and the education of 
teachers, the evaluation of
teaching, the psychology of
instruction, the logic of 
educational research, and the 
scholarship of teaching schools 
and colleges.
His current research involves 
a long-term study of how new 
secondary school teachers learn 
to teach and testing evaluation 
and assessment strategies at the 
elementary and secondary school 
levels as well as at colleges and 
universities.
For his work, Shulman has 
been rewarded over the years. His 
credits include advising many 
national teaching institutions and 
organizations.
see SHULMAN, page 5
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ABENDROTH, MARK 
ABERNATHY, TAMMY A 
AHERN, JODI LYNN 
ALBERS, BRIAN KEITH 
ALLEN, ANDREW GARLAND 
AMMANN, SARA ELIZABETH 
ANDREAS, JANNA L 
ANKROM. ALICE CELESTINE 
ANTROBUS, KARLA 
ARMITAGE, ALAN SCHW AR/ 
AUSTIN, AMY JEAN 
BAKER, SEAN WILLIAM 
BALLEW, KARA NICOLE 
BAMBROUGH, SALLY ANN MSW 
BANAS, TIMOTHY BRIAN 
BANKS, BENETRIA NICOLE 
BANNISTER, CARRIE LYNN BA 
BANOCY, CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL 
BARNES, SHANTELL MARIE 
BARTHEL, LISA ANGELINE 
BAUM, REBECCA LEE 
BEDARD, JESSICA R 
BELT, MARGARET DENISE 
BERRY, WARREN FULTON, II 
BIBY, JOSEPH T 
BIGHAM, MICHELE LEIGH 
BILDILLI, VICTORIA LYNN 
BINGE, CHAD DANIEL 
BLAKE, CRYSTAL MARIA 
BLAYLOCK, TIMOTHY JOSEPH 
BORGSTEDE, ROBERT ANDREW 
■ BOSOMWORTH, JAMES BRADLEY 
BOSSERT, DENISE ELAINE 
BOSWELL, LORI ANN 
BOWERS, LISA DAWN 
BRADBURY, JAMEY MARIE 
BRADBURY, KRISTEN MICHELLE 
BRASE, AMANDA M 
BRAULT, PAUL LAVERN 
BRAY, ROBERT WILLIAM 
BRINK, BRIAN HOWARD 
BRINKER, ERIC LAWRENCE 
BROOKS, JESSICA MICHELE 
BROOKS, NATHANIEL PARKER 
BROWN, DANIELLE LYNN 
BROWN, TRAVIS M 
BROWNING, CHARLES RYAN 
BRUEGGEMAN, KYLE 
BUECHLER, DAVID ALAN 
BURGESS, MELISSA RENEE 
BURNS, JENNIFER AMY 
BURRIS, SOPHIA CELESTE 
BUSH, SARAH FRANCES 
BUTTIG, DAVID R 
CAFI, SERMIJA
CALLENDER. MICHELLE LYNN 
CALLIS, MONA S 
CAPIAK, CHRISTINE MARIE 
CARMICHAEL, CLAYTON W 
CATER, NICOLE LEIGH 
CAUSEY, LAURA E 
CELUCH, JARROD DANIEL 
CHIANG, HUI-CHUN REBECCA 
fY. STEPHEN E 
:H , JOHN DAVID 
'iCIONE, CHRISTINE LYNN 
U CECELIA NANETTE 
ON, THOMAS A 
vSTON. MICHAEL THOMAS 
COLBERT. MELINDA DAWN 
COLEMAN, TABARI ASIM 
CONNER, MELINDA BETH 
COOK, KATHLEEN CLAUDETTE 
COOK. KATHLEEN CLAUDETTE 
COOPER, JOCELYN KATE 
COOPER, MARIA ANTOINETTE 
CORDOVA, JULIET NATALIA 
CORNETT, MARGARET MARY 
COWN, TARA MARIE 
CRANE, ALISON B 
CRAWFORD, LUKE 


















































































CROOKS, SUSAN S BS
CRUM, STEPHANIE LYNN MA
CULLI, DANIEL RICHARD BA
CULLI. DANIEL RICHARD BS
DALLEMOLLE, GINA MARIE MA
DAVIS, NANCY L MS
DAVIS, NICOLE LYNNETTE BA
DEADMOND, STACY MARIE ^  BS 
DEE, CONSTANCE RENEE BM
DELIA. TRINA MARIE MA
DEMPSEY. TODD SAMUEL BA
DENNISON, DAVID M BS
DENSON, JENNIFER MARLYN BLS
DESHAY, RASHONDA BS
DETERD1NG, AUDREY LYNN MA
DETMER, CHRISTINA DAWN BS
DICK, ANDREW EDWIN BS
DIENER, AMELIA JO BS
DILLARD, JENNIFER MICHELLE BS
DINKELMAN, SARAH RENEE BA
DIPASQUALE, ANTHONY R MM
DIXON, TA1W0 OLUMIDE BS
DONOHOE, PATRICK TIMOTHY BS
DOUGLAS, IVY MARIA BLS
DOYLE, KEVIN MARTLN BA
DROZD, ANGELA THERESE BS
DUNAWAY. ANDREA K MS
DUNN. RICHARD ALAIN MFA
DURBIN, ANGELA JEAN BS
EILERING, REBECCA ANNE BFA
ELFGEN. BRENDA RAE BFA
ELLIOT, KATHLEEN MICHELLE BS
ELLIOTT, JESSICA ANN BA
ELLIS, REBECCA MEG BS
ENGELKE, AARON DALE BA
ENGELKE, SARAH MALINDA MM
EVERSGERD, JAYSON LEE MS
FAVERO, MATTHEW BRENT BM
FIELDS, JEROME G MPA
I LATT, DAVID RYAN BS
FLEMING, KELLY LYN BS
PONES, MISTY DAWN BS
FREE, DANIEL L BS
FR1TSCHLE, AM ANDA JILL BS
GALINSKI, STEVE MICHAEL BA
GASAWSKI, MELISSA SUE BFA
GEORgH JE N N IF E R  LEE BS
GERA, JAMES T MM
ERVELIS, E R IC %  BS j
■ECKNER, KATHY JO  BS i f
R L d e n , a n t o in e  rre x s m . • B s p
GOLDS BURY, PATRICIA A BS I
GONDEK. AARON CHRISTOPHER BFA 
GOODBRAKE, G ABRIELE ESTELLE BS 
GOODSON, COURTNEY SUE BS
GREEN. JENNIFER AZUSA BA
GREEN, JENNIFER AZUSA BA
GRIMES, IAN CHRISTOPHER BS
GRIMES, JOY LUELLA BM
GROTHAUS, GLENN GREGORY, JR MPA 
GUINN. AMANDA LEIGH BLS
HAAS, JAN ET M BA
HAINDS, CHRISTIAN DAVIS BA
HALE, TERRI LYNN BA
HALL, ABIGAIL FRANCES BM
HAMILTON, LINDA KAY BS
HAMILTON, PHILLIP JACK. JR BLS
HAMMEL, STEVEN CRAIG BS
HANKINS, KATHLEEN R BS
HARRIS, DEL1CIA CHERISE BS
HARRIS, KIMBERLY MARIE BA
HARRIS, VONNETTA NICHELLE MPA
HARVEY. CASSEA DAMIEL BS
HARVEY, KELLY RENEE BS
HARVEY, STEPHANIE MARIE BLS
HARWELL, MICHELLE R BLS
HASKELL, JENNIFER SUE MA
HECK, BRIDGET ELIZABETH BS
HEINRICH, CHRISTINE SUZANNE BFA 
HELLER, JENNIFER LEIGH BS
HELLRUNG, BERNARD TIMOTHY BS 
HELTON, SHARLENE TERESA BS
HENDERSON, DALE A BS
HENNING, CELESTE JEANNE 
HENTZ, KRISTI MARIE 
HERMSMEYER, BRITTANY ELISE 
HESSE, SHARON KATHY 
HOERSCH, KRISTA MARIE 
HOLLAND, DONALD CHARLES 
HOLLMANN, GREGORY ALLAN 
HONG, BAEG-EUI 
HOOVER, AMBER JEANNE 
HOPKINS. JAMES A 
HOWELL, ENRIQUE 
HOWELL, KATHRYN JEAN 
HUELSMANN, JEFFERY ALAN 
HUNT. DAVID VINCENT 
HUNTER, JASON ROBERT 
HURTTE, CHRISTINE LEE 
INDERMARK. TRISHA NICHOLE 
JACOBS, EDWARD HILL 
JACOBS, SUSAN MICHELLE 
JAIME, DEBRA JEANNETTE 
JENKINS, DIONA RANEE 
JENKINS. KENTECIA ANDREA 
JERDEN. ROBERT MICHAEL 
JOHNSON, SUSAN P i  
JONES, ALEXANDRIA RENE 
JONES, CHRISTOPHER BRYAN 
JONES, MARLENE FRANCES 
JONES, PHILLIP M 
KARIDIS. KALLIOPl 
KAR1DIS. NICHOLAS SPIRIDON 
KATZOFF. ISAAC R 
KEGEL, SARA JANE 
KEHRLR. PAULA ANN 
KEITH, ERIN RONALD 
KEREOOT, JAMES ROY. JR 
KERN, RICHARD PAUL 
KIBLER, STEFAN IE BROOKE 
KIDD, SHASHEEN NICOLE 
KIEL, JEANENE K 
KIRCH HOFF, AMY LYNN 
KIRKPATRICK. VERONICA LEA 
KLECKNER, JEFFREY ROBERT 
KLEIN, SAMUEL DAVID 
KLOSTERMAN, DUANE S 
k m e t z ,  HEATHER DAWN 
KN1ERIM, MARGARET LONG 
KNIERIM, TARA MARIE 
KNOBLOCH, BRIAN ANDREW 
KOEHN, KEVIN ANDREW 
KOENIG, JOSHUA DAVID 
KOZINSKI, DAVID M 
KRAHL, KELLY ELIZABETH 
KRUEGER, LAURA KRISTIN 
KUEKER, MICHAEL R 
LAMBERT, ANDREA DENISE 
LAMMER, JANET THERESE 
LAMPMAN, STACEY L 
LANE. LINDA L 
LANGE, DAVID PAUL 
LAPPE, KENDALL 
LAUNHARDT, JOSHUA ERIK 
LAURENT, JOHN GREGORY 
LAWRENCE, KATHRYN SlYNN 
LECKRONE, JOSHUA WILLIAM 
LEE, HYUN-JIN W  i
LEE, SOOK-Ml S l l g f  |
LENTZ. JAMES TUCKER J
LEOPOLD, ANTHONY MICHAEL A j 
LETOURNEAU, RYAN EDWARD 
LEVI, MARY CATHERINE 
LEWIS. AMANDA JANE 
LI, PU
LINCOLN, TIMOTHY SCOTT 
LINGLE, JESSICA LYNN 
LLOYD. BRIAN DAVID 
LOHMAN, NATHAN JAMES 
LOMBARD, JUSTIN PHILIP 
LONG-CROTEAU, AMANDA JEAN 
LOUTZENHISER, TONNI SCHEFFLER 
LOVELACE. KRISTI LYNN 
LOYD, LINDSEY MARIE 
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LUSCH, CHARLES RUSSELL LEE 
MACIAS, JESSE T 
MALHEREK, JILL SUZANNE 
MARCHESE, BRITTON MICHELLE 
MARSH, ANDREW CHRISTOPHER 
MARSHBANK, SHAWN DAVID 
MARTINEZ, JANET LYNNE 
MARTINEZ, SALISE RAUSEAN 
MAUE, MICHELLE ELIZABETH 
MCADAMS, ROBERT CLAY 
MCBRIDE, STEVE DALE 
MCCARTHY, MELINDA A 
MCCARTY, LISA MARIE 
MCCLAIN, RICHARD SCOTT 
MCCOY, KELLIE ELIZABETH 
MCDONALD, MARY CHRISTINE 
MCGUFFIN, REUBIN CABEL 
MEESE, BRANDY RENEE 
MEHRMANN, DANIEL R 
MEHTA, DHRUVIN NAYAN 
MERKLE, HEATHER RAE 
MERTZ, THOMAS D, JR 
MICKLEVITZ, BRYAN JOSEPH 
MILAZZO, ROBERT SCOT 
















NEAL, NICOLE DIAN 
NELSON, CARLA SHAR’
NELSON, KATHERINE L 
NICHOLS, ANDREA JEAN 
NICOL, VIVIAN MARIE 
NORMAN, DAWN NICOLE 
NUCKOLLS, TRAVIS WAYNE 
OCONNOR, SUSAN KATHL 
OGLE, THOMAS M 
ONEAL, ALISON D 
ORTEGREN, JASON TRENT 
OSULLIVAN, SINEAD CHRISTINE 
OZANICH, TIMOTHY EDWARD 
PADULA, JENNIFER ANN 
PAGE, THADIUS F 
PANDEY, ASHWINI KUMAR 
PAONI, LAUREN NICOLE 
PARK, JUNGHEE NOH 



















PEPPERELL, KURT MICHAEL 
PETERSON, ROBIN DENISE 
PETTUS, DANIEL RYAN 
PHILLIPS, ANTOINETTE 
PIRTLE, LONNIE 
PITTMAN, PHILIP JOHN, II 
POLICH, FRANCINE VANESSA 
PONCE, DUSTY JEAN 
POPELAR, MARC LOUIS 
POTTER, JENNIFER MICHELLE 
PRESNELL, CORY LEE 
RANDALL, KATHY ROSE 
RAPP, KELLY DAWN 
RASH, RICHARD TRAVIS
REINHOLD, TARA CHI 
RENO, BLUE JAMES 
RICHARDSON, HEATHER R 
RICKERT, BRYAN CHARLES 
RIEGER, CHAD ALAN 
RILING, BETH MARGARET 
RIMEL, LUANNE 
ROESCH, JOSEPH DAVID 
ROGERS, WILLIAM DANIEL, JR 
ROSER, TIMOTHY WAYNE 
ROY, RATAN MOHAN 
RUGER, TRACY EUGENE 
RUSSELL,-‘iAURA-J 
RUYLE, NATH A M I ̂>i1f. __
IEN WILLIAM 
SCHAEFER. RHONDA L 
SCHLOSSER, SANDRA A 
SCHMID. ROBERT SHAWN 
EDFR. CHRIS M 
MIEDER, JAMES MARCUS 
SC||NEIDER, TRACY LYNN 
SCHROEDER, SHAWN LOUIS 
S C W C K , DARLA ANN 
SCRUTON, AMBER CHRISTINE 
SEBASTIAN, CHRISTOPHER N 
SHABANY TAREK YOUSEF 
* * a Y. DIANA KAYE 
SHEAHAN, DAVID MICHAEL, II 
SHELLENBERG, MARIE ANN 
SHEWBERT, FRANKLIN E, III 
SHOOT, KAREN MICHELLE 
SIEBEN, ANTHONY 
SIMPSON, JENNY M il  
SIMS, CHRISTINE ANN 
SINGH, JASKANWAL 
SIRKO, STEPHANIE ALLiSON 
SKELLY, SARA LEE 
SMEJKAL, CHRISTOPHER HOWARD 
SMITH, KRISTI LEIGH 
SMITH, BfUSSELL JUSTIN 
s n e a D; A n d r e w  r  
SPRIGGS, LINDA SUE 
STALCUP, DAVID M 





















STEINEBACH, ANN E 
STEPHENS, ELIZABETH H 
STEPHENSON, TIMOTHY MICHAEL 
STERN, DANIELLE MARIE 
STEVENS, JILL MARGUERITE 
STOUB, AMY CATHLEEN 
SULLIVAN, JAMES BRIAN 
SWIFT, EMILY JANE 
SYMANSKI-OJEDA, ANN R 
TATE, KATRINA L 
TAYLOR, DERRICK ADAM 
THAKKER, DIPALI DHARMESH 
THORNTON, LINDA F 
TORRENCE, KELLY LYNETTE 
TREAT, TIMPANI DIANE 
TYMINSKI, VALISA CAY 
UFFORD, LEE ANN 
UHLES, C KAY 
VARTANIAN, VALERIE 
VARVEL, SARA C 
VERMEULEN, DENISE E 
WAGENBLAST, JASON LEE 
WALDROP, TIMOTHY DOUGLAS 
J -  ACE; SHALINDA EVETTE 
WALTERS, JEFFREY BRYAN 
WANG, XIAOWEN 
WARD. JANICE LOUISE 
WARD. THOMAS EUGENE 
WARREN, KATHLEEN ELIZABETH
w % r r e n t ; V i n c e n t  s g o t t  f f
WATSON, ERIN M ARIE 
WATSON, ERIN MARIE 
WATT, DARREN WILSON 
WEGNER. DANIEL J j f F  
WEIRICH. DAVID KEITH 
WEISS, CATHERINE FRANCES 
WEI.SER, BRYAN ALLEN 
AESTLE^' JULIA A
iR, JOSEPH EDWIN 
BRYAN WAYNE
LARRY ALLEN, JR 
WILLIAMS, IASON CONRAD 
aW$LLIAMS. TED MARK 
WILLIAMSON. BRYANTS 
WILSING. DAVID WARREN
w il s o n ! jas
WILSON, M ARTISHA'
WILSON, MELODY E 
WITTELS, JENNIFER MICA 
WITTRY-MASON, MARY R 
WOLFE, ERIKA 
WOLL, KERI TERISE 
WOODS. PEGGY LEE 
WRIGHT. JULIANA LYNNj 
YAflG, ZHONG LAN J k
YOUNG, TINA MARIE 
ZHENG, WEIHONG 
ZYKAN, PAUL THOMAS
< l l ' / i o o /  o f 'S c l u e a t i o f b
ACORD, CASSANDRA MARIE MS
AHRENS, JAMIE ANN BS
ALBERS, LISA MARIE BS
ALLEN, DAVEN MARIE BS
ANDERSON, TARA RAYE BS
ARISS, AMY LYN BS
ASHBY, CHRISTINA MICHELLE BS
AUMANN, JONETTE FRANCINE MS
BAKER, KEVIN M MSED
BAKER, LAUREN L MSED
BAKER, NOELLE NICOLE BS
BALLARD, LAURA ELIZABETH EDS
BANKS, KAMILAH CHERISE BA
BARANES, CHANTAL S BA
BARNETT, MELISSA R MSED
BARR, JESSICA MARIE BS
BARRETT, NICKIE LYNN BS
BECK-KIM, TANYA C BS
BECKMAN, KAREN EVA BS
BECKMEYER, DEBORAH LYNN MSED
BERGMAN, KATHERINE BS
BESSERMAN, KARLA KAY BS
BLACK, BONITA JEAN BS
BLACK, COURTNEY BETH BS
BOEHM, ELLIOT CORANELL MA
BONAN, KATHERINE ELIZABETH MA
BOOTH, AMY L BA
BOURGEOIS, AMANDA LYNN BA
BOVERIE, PATRICIA A BS
BOZZARDI, LAUREN ELIZABETH BS
BRADY, MOLLY ANN BS
BRAXMEIER, AMIE CATHERINE BS
BRIGGS, ALYSSA ANN BS
BROCKMEYER, JESSICA MARIE BS
BROWN, LINDA JEANENNE MSED
BRUBAKER, VALERIE ANN BS
BUESCHER, CHERYL LYNN BS
BUHRMAN, KIMBERLY LYNN BS
BUNDREN, STACY RENEE SD
BURKLEY, EDWARD LOREN, III MA
BURKLEY, MELISSA ANNE MA
BURNETT, LYNETTE A BS
BURROW, JASON LEE 
BURROWS, MONICA CARMELLA 
BUTLER, DARRELL RAY 
BUTTIG, RACHEL C 
BYRON, KASEY ANN CARSTENS 
CAESAR, CARRIE S 
CALLAHAN, SHANE WILLIAM 
CALVIN, DEBORAH R 
CARROLL, CHERRI RENEE 
CARTER, ROLLIN JACK 
CASE, DENA LYNN 
CASEY, JILL MARIE 
CAVANAUGH, JAMIE LEE 
CHANDLER, CAREY MICHELLE 
CHILDS, MARYBETH MAURA 
CLARK, HIRESHEMO BAROPEA 
CLEGHORN, JASMINE STAR 
COLLIER, DANNY D 
COLLIER, MICHELLE DAWN 
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COOK, DIANE J BS
COOPER, BILL MSED
CORBY, RHONDA GAIL BS
COTHERN, SARAH M BS
COTTON, BRANDIE R BS
COZIAR, JOHN BRADLEY BS
CROUSE, VALERIE MICHELLE BS
CRUSE, DANNETTE JANELLE BS
CURFMAN, ROSANNE MICHELLE BS 
CURRY, PATRICK SHANE BS
CZARNECKI, LISA MARIE BS
DAVIS, KRISTINA J BS
DEAL, MICHAEL TIMOTHY MA
DELASHMIT. JENNIFER RENSCH BS
DELUCA, KATHYE JO BS
DEPAUW, ALLISON BETH BS
DICKSHOT, JODI MARIE BS
DINKHELLER, TROY T BS
DOERR, NATHAN W BS
DONALDSON, ROBERT EUGENE, SR MSED 
DONJON, REBECCA LYNN BS
DOWNING, REBECCA ANN BS
DRIEMEYER, ELIZABETH MARIE BS
DROSTE, THEODORE M BS
DROWN, KARIN AMBER MS
DUBRISKE, REGINA BETH MSI I)
DUENSING, DAWN MARIE BS
DUFFIE, SARA LYNN BS
DUGGAN, JULIE ANN BS
DULANEY, ROBERT RICHARD BS
DULANEY, ROBYN D BS
DUNCAN, CYNTHIA LEE BS
DUNN, KEVIN M BS
ECCHER, JANIS A MSED
EDGAR, CHRISTINA KELLI BS
ELLIOTT, KENDRA D BS
EMBICK, MELANIE ALLYSON BS
ENGELKE, KRISTINA ROSE BS
ENGELMANN, DEBORAH K MSED
EVITTS, WILLIAM F BS
FAUST, CRISTAL ANN BS
I IE.NGO. ROBIN I. BS I
FLAGHR. SAMUEL BS J
FLEMING, RAMONDA SHANTAL BS J
FLERRA, DEBORAH ANN MSI D
FLETCHER, EDWARD D MSED
FOSTER, ANTHONY WAYNE MSED
FRANZEN, KARI EILEEN BS
FRAZIER, CRAIG KENNETH BS
FREESMEIER, CATHERINE MARIE BS 
FRIEDERICH, ANDRIA KIMMLE BS
FRIEDERICH, JANECE MARIE BS
FRIESE, KELLY A BS
FROMME, LEA A BS
GAWEL, JOHN S MS
GEISLER, CHRISTINA M BS
GIBBS, STACIE MARIE BS
GILBERT, KARA LYNN BS
GILES, SUSAN KAY MA
GILMAN, HEATHER DAWN ■ MSED
GILMAN, KIMBERLY SUE BS
GLADSON, CRYSTAL ERIN BS
GRACE, KEVIN DAVID S D §
GRIFFIN, JILL RENA’ MSED g
GROBOSKI, JOANNA ELAINE BS
GROGAN. RICHARD DALE BS
GROTE. ANGELA KRISTINE j j |  BS
HALL, MARLA ELISE BS
HAMILTON, JODI LYNN J K  BS
HAMMEL, JENNIFER BROOKE BS
HAMMONS, JENNIFER LYNN BS
HANSEL, KRISTEN ANN MSED
HARMS, CATHLEEN MARIE BS
HARRIMAN, BRAD JOHN MSED
HARRIS, DAVID LEE MSED f
HARRIS, RENEE LYNN MS g i
HASKELL, JAMIE LYNN BS
HAUSMAN, BRANDI L BS
HAWKINS, DEANA R MSED
HAYES, JEFFREY DAVID g | j j
HAYNES, LISA ANN BS
HEBEL, KRISTINA LEIGH BS
HEET, MARIA L
HEMMER, DAVID J MSED
HENDERSON, KELLY VANESSA BS
HERRINGTON, STEPHANIE L MSED
HERRON, KELLY M BS
S r u i l i i a t i o f i  S d i t i o n
HESSE, JANETTE L BS
HETH, ANNETTE MARIE BS
HETTENHAUSEN, JILL ELIZABETH BS 
HETTENHAUSEN, KELLY LYNN MA
HEUER. AARON D . MA
HICKEY, SARA MICHELLE BS
HILPERT, TIMOTHY MICHAEL MSED
HOBACK. RACHEL ELIZABETH BS
HOEFFKEN. REBECCA LYNN BS
HOELSCHER, STACY A MSED
HOFER, MICHELE LYNN MA
HOLLINGSWORTH, SHEA SUZANNE BS 
HOLT, CHASiDY ANN W T  BS
HOLTEN, TIMOTHY M BS
HOLTZ, LEIGH ANN MSED
HOWELL, CHRISTY MARIE BS
HUELS, ANGELA LYNN MSED
HUGHES, VINCENT LOUIS MSED
HUMES, MEGAN LYNN BS
HUMMERT, KRISTINE KATHRYN BS
ING, MIKALA FAY MS
INGRAM, CHAD LOGAN BS
ISOM, AMY RENEE MSED
ISOM, LAURA CHRISTINE MS




JENKINS, NICOLE MONIQUE MSED
JENKS, AIMEE R BS
JHAVERI, PAYAL SUKETU MS
JOACHIMSTALER, JENNIFER SUSAN BS 
JOHNSON, DARON JAMES BS
JOHNSON, JILL SUZANNE BS
JOLUFF, JENNY R BS
JONES, MICHELLE L MS
JUDGE, MELISSA J BS
JUGAN. RYAN SHANE BS
KARIDIS, KARI A MSED
KARLAS, NATHAN ROBERT BS
KASAMBIRA, DANAI CONNIE BS
KASTEN; LEIGH RENEE MSED
KAVINA. BINAIFER F MS
KELLEY. SARAH ELIZABETH BS
KENDALL, REBECCA SUE MS
KERSTING, KRISTINA RENEE* BA
KIRKLAND- JULIE ANN BS
KLECKER. AMANDA LYNN MSED
KNAPP, DEBORAH D BS
KODROS, JANE DOLORES BS
KOPRIVICA, GEORGE T MSED
LAMMERS, MICHELLE JO-ANN BS
LANGE, CATHERINE LYNN BS
LANGENHORST, MICHELLE MARYANN BS 
LANZEROTTE, KAREN IRENE BS
LARSON. ERICA MARIE BS
LAUGHLIN, JAN-MICHAEL BS
LECHNER, LISA A BS
LEE, KRISTINA KAY BS
LIEFER, CHARLOTTE F MSED
LIGUORI-WEINBERG, MONIQUE MSED
LINGLE, KELLY SUZANNE BS
LINTON, BARBARA KATHLEEN BS
LISTER. LINDSEY MICHELLE BS
LLOYD, TARA LYNNE BS
LOGAN, TAMMY C BS
LUBER, ANGELA MARIE BS
LUTZ, MARY L MSED
MACIOS, CAROL A BS
MALLRICH. ELISA K BS
MANN, KRISTIE M BS
MARBURGER, TERESA MARIE BS
MARGRABE, DAWN MARIE BS
MARKUS, HEATHER MICHELLE MS
MARSHBANK, VTNETTA SUE BS
MATTEA, JANET RAE MSED
MCCLELLAND, KAREN SUE BS
MCCONNELL, JANINE ESTHER MSED
MCCOY, LINDA MARIE MSED
MCCUSKER. MARK J MSED
MCILVOY MARY ELLEN . MSED
MCKAY, JOY NICOLE BS
MCKINNEY, MICHAEL JOSEPH MSED
MELLIERE, ANN MICHELLE MSED
MELOY, STEVEN RAY MS
MERKLE, REAGAN SUE BS
METZMAKER, CHRISTA ANN BS
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MEYER, LORA LEIGH MSED
MIDDLEBROOK, LAKITIA LENETTE BS 
MIELKE, SUSAN JANE BS
MILLER, KEITH JAMES BS
MILLER, PENNY LANE MSED
MONFRE, MELISSA L BS
MONROE, NANCY J MSED
MONTGOMERY, MICHELLE DENISE BS 
MOORE, CODY DEAN BS
MOORE, CYNTHIA ANN BS
MORTIMER, AMANDA KAY BS
MUELLER, MERANDA RENEE BS
MUETH, SARAH B
NELSON, JANET A MA
NELSON, MINDY F BS
NEWELL, KIRBY RYAN BS
NEWKIRK, AMANDA JO BS
NEWTON, LYNNETTE SUSAN MSED
NOLLMAN, AMY ELIZABETH MS
OCHOA, ADRIANA BS
OFFT, JENNIFER E BS
ORESKOVICH, MELINDA KAY BS
ORLICK, APRIL LYNN BS
OSSOLA, RAINY L BS
OUSLEY, CATHERINE L BS
OWEN, KRISTINA LEE MSED
PAPA, BRIAN J BS
PARR, ANTHONY STEVEN BS
PERKINS, LINDA MARIE BS
PETERS, JULIE BETH BS
PLATTNER, ERICA MARIE BS
PLUNK, REBECCA L BS
POETTKER. JAMIE RENEE BS
POR( III . USA KELLY MSED
PROUGH. JANET K MSED
PRUETT. BRENDA KAY BS
PRUETT, JERRY DAVID BS
RADISIC, JANA M BS
RALSTON, JOSEPH MICHEAL MA
RATERMANN. MICHELLE MARIE MSED
R AVAL, NIPA JAYENDRA MS
RECJOR. MELISSA K BS
REDMAN, JAMIE LYNN BS
REED. JANEL RAE BS
REKOSII. TIMOTHY E MSED
RENNINGER, NICOLE MARIE MSED
RENSCHEN, KIM ELIZABETH BS
RICHARDSON, TANJANIKA PATRICK BS 
RICHMOND, BEAUDINE ALEXANDRE MA * 
RIEBELING, AMY J BS
RINGERING, MARY L MSED
ROCKWELL, CELESTE MARIE MSED
ROMMERSKIRCHEN, TRACY LYNN MSED 
ROSENBERGER, CHRISTA GAYLE BS
ROSENTRETER, TAMMY L BS
ROY, SUZANNE MARIE BS
RUNYON, PAMELA MARIE BS
|  SAENZ, BRIAN MSED
j |  SANDERS, CHRISTOPHER BRYAN BS
r L SCHAAKE, CAREY LYNN BS
SCHAEFFER. MELISSA RENEE BS
SCHIFF, CHRISTINE LOUISE SD
SCHILDROTH. AMANDA NICOLE BS
SCHMIEDER, KAREN SUE MS
■ SCHOMAKER, CONNIE ANN BS
SCHRAM, MORGAN P 
MSED
SCHRIEFER, BROOKE R MS
SCHROEDER, CARRIE JO BS
SCHUIg, TODD KENTON BS
SCOTT. BARBARA JEAN MS
SEELY, VICTORIA LYNN BS
SHAW, KERRI L BS
SHERMAN. STEPHANI MARIE BS
S1EDLE, ROBIN R MSED
SIMMONS, PECKY JO BS
SKELTON, PAMELA LYNN MSED
SKERTICH, MARK BRADLEY MSED
SKINNER, NICOLE LYNNE BS
SKOLASKI, NICOLE RAE BS
SLEMMER, NICOLE M BS
SLOMIN, KELLY MARIE BS
SMITH, DANIELLE LYNN MA
SMITH, GREGORY RYAN BS
SMITH, KOLIN DAVID BS
SNARE, REBECCA JEAN BS
SNYDER, BRENDA KAY MSED
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SOEHLKE, STACEY LYNN MSED THORN, KARIN ANN MS WATSON, CATHERINE E BS
SOUTHARD, GREGORY FRANCIS MSED TOMPKINS, WENONA ANTIONE BA WATTS, HOLLY SUE BS
SPEER, MAX A BS TONGAY, ERIN NICOLE BA WEBER, JEANENE LYNN BS
SPRIGGS, LINDA SUE BS TOOLEY, MARIANNE GOAD BS WEBER, JENNIFER ANN BS
STARK, STEPHANIE ANN BS TRAMPOSCH, MICHELLE R BS WELLER, DAVID JAMES MSED
STEBOR, SUZANNE MARIE BS TSCHOE, ANN BS WESLING, MELYNDA SUE BS
STEED, TONYA RENE BS ULAVEGE, CHRISTINE KIM BS WHISNANT, AMY A BS
STEELE, MARJORIE ANN MSED VAN DE CAR, LINDA SD WHITFIELD, ROSCOE C, JR MSED
STEFFENS-BROOKS, JONI MARIE BS VAN DYKE, MEGAN AMBER BS WIESEMAN, MARY K MSED
STEGENGA, GINA LYNN BS VAUGHN, JANET L BS WILCOX, CYNTHIA ANN BS
STEPHENS, KELLEY M BS VINEYARD, BETH ANNE BS WILDT, ASHLEY CAROLINE BS
STERR, MARGARET ANN BS VON GEMMINGEN, MITCHELL JAMES MA WILEY, SUZANNE MARIE MSED
STEVENS, ANGELA MARIE BS VOSS, STEPHANIE KAY BS WILLIAMS, MARCO DEANGELO BS
STEVENS, KILEY ERIN BS VOUMARD, SARA JEAN BS WILSON, LORI ANN BS
STOECKLEIN, ALEXANDRA PIERSON SD WALK. TIMOTHY JAMES MSED WILSON, PERRY L MSED
STOLTE, TRISH IRENE BS WALKER, PEARL INE A MS "v WISEMAN, MISTY GAIL BS
SUPP, AMANDA LYNN BA WALKER, STEPHANIE LYNN BS WOOD, LAURA E BS
SWEET, JENNIFER LYNN BS .. WALSH, CRIST 1 RENEE BS ‘WOODY. WENDY MAE BS
TABAKA, ELIZABETH KAY BS WALTHES, SCOTT ANDREW MSED WlISSUER, ANGELA LYNN BS
TAKMAJIAN, AMY MARIE BS WARD, K-ANl)RA MS YELLIOTT. KARA ANN ■ P b  s
TART, LAVETTE C BS WARNER, EMILY M BS YOON, SIN-SEONG * BS
TASKER, JILL R BS WATHEN. MELISSA KAYE BS YOUNG, SUE ANN MSED
TAYLOR. MICHELLE DENISE BS WATKINS, RAND1 LYNN BS ZENIK, MEGAN LOUISA BS
BADRINARAYANAN. SRIRAM MS KANAKAMEDALA. JITENDRA P MS
BAIER. DERRICK H BS KANG. HUA • MS
BAMBROUGH. GEORGE NICHOLAS, JR MS KENNEDY, CATHLEEN RENEE BS
BARTON. BRENDA MAE MS KENNEY, KENNETH G BS
BAUERLE. SHAUN ERIC BS . KHATRI, ANUP KESHAR MS
BIRKNER, ERIC MICHAEL MS KIM, OK KYONG BS
BORRE. JEFFREY MICHAEL BS KNIEPMANN, JOHN RICHARD MS
BORSCH. THOMAS W BS KNOWLSON. KYLE VANCE BS
BOUSE, KARJ LYNN BS KRISHNASWAMY, SRIKANTH MS
BRAUER. DEREK ARLEN BS KRUEGER. CHRISTOPHER CURTIS BS
BUTTIMER, MARK FRANCIS BS KULESSA, JOSEPH W BS
CARTER, JOSEPH CHRISTOPHER BS LI. HONG MS
CASSIDY, CURTIS JAMES BS LIN, CHUN-HUNG MS
CHACE, DANIEL HOLADAY MS LIN, ZHIJIAN MS
CHAMBERLAIN, TIMOTHY D BS LING, DARREN M BS
CHILUKALAA. VENKAT RAMANA RAO MS LIU, HAI-HONG MS
CLARK, JASON RYAN BS U U , MIN WEN MS
COLLINS, HEATHER KRISTIN BS LOPEZ, JASON FRANCISCO j BS
COTHERN, CECIL JOHN BS LU, XIAOPING MS
DAVIS, JEFF MATHEW BS MANCHIKANTI, KALYAN C 
MANI, AJAI
MS
DAVIS, MARK EDWARD MS J  MS
FRANKENHOEF. NATHAN RICHARD MS . fljCCULLOUGH, JAY K BS
FRENCH, ROGER EDWARD, III BS MCGIBNEY, DANIEL PHILIP BS
FURMAN, STEVEN MICHAEL BS MCINTYRE; DOUGLAS LEE BS
GENTI, SI VAN AND MS MELVIN, DARON GALE BS
GHOUSE. ABDUL ALEEM MS M il)G LIT . MARIANNE JEANETTE 1 MS
GIRDA. CTTAKRAVART11Y MS MTMS, ROBERT DAVID BS
GOLDSTEIN, MEREDITH BENJAMIN BS MRAZ, KEVIN JAMES BS
GRUPE, MIKE ANDREW BS NAEGELE, TIMOTHY ALLEN MS
HARP, WILLIAM RAY BS NARAYAN, VIDYA VENKATESAN MS
HARRIS, CHRIS H BS NELSON, CHRISTOPHER ALAN BS
HELLDOERFER. JILL JEANETTE BS OWEN, MATTHEW MEYER BS
HILTON, STEVEN ALLEN BS PALMER, STEPHEN JAMES MS
HODEL, CHAD EDWARD MS PARTRIDGE, ARTHUR CHARLES, II BS
HOVERSTEN, SCOTT MITCHELL MS PATHMANN, JUSTIN JEFFERY BS
HUGHES, CHRISTOPHER AARON MS PAUL, ANUP KANNATH MS
JOHNSON, TAMARA S MS PENROD, ANDREW PHILIP BS
JOHNSON, TODD MICHAEL BS PHILLIPS, SETH WILLIAM BS
JOLLIFF, JOSHUA DOUGLAS BS PRADHAN, ACHYUT BS
JONES, SAMUEL MATTHEW BS PRASANNAKUMAR, RAJU MS
KALMER, RYAN JOHN BS PROCTOR, LUCAS ALLEN BS
RANGE, JASON MICHAEL 
RENSING, JEFFREY RICHARD 
RHODES, JOHN S 
RIECHMANN, DUSTIN BRADY 
RITZEL, ADAM KENT 
ROGERS, ERIC P 
RUAMWIJITPHONG. WITOON 
RL DOLPH, DAVID I 
SCO.NYERS. MARK ALAN 
SECOR, SAMARA ELISABETH 
SEQUEIRA, VINAY JACOB 
SIPES, KENNETH ANTHONY 
SNIDER, MARK DAVID 
SOGUNRO, GABRIEL BABATUNDE 
SOTTOS, ZACHARY M 
SPURGEON, ABBY MARIE 
SRIVATSA, NEELAKANTAN R 
STAPF, MICHAEL RUSSELL 
STEINMEYER, DEREK TODD 
STONE, CRYSTAL DAWN 
STROHL, AMANDA MICHELLE 
SUDIREDDY, CHANDRASEKHAR REDDY 
SUTTER, AMANDA JOAN 
SWAMISAI, RAGAVENDAR 
TARVIN, KENLIE MARIE 
THORNTON, BYRON ELLIOTT 
TOLBERT, TIMOTHY GIPSON, JR 
TRAPP, DANIEL JASON 
UTECHTT, JEFFREY SCOTT 
VAIDYANATHAN, SUNDARESWARAN 
VEENSTRA, PHILLIP GEORGE 
VIJAYAKUMAR, BALAJI 
WANG, TYEG 
WESSELMANN, SCOTT J 
WOLLIN, LUKE N 




from  page 1
He was the president, co­
director or director o f several 
national educational research 
facilities and universities and 
was fellows for the American 
Psychological A ssociation, 
Guggenheim and the Center for 
A dvanced Study in the 
Behavioral Sciences.
Shulm an has also been 
published several tim es in 
professional journals such as 
Educational Researcher, the 
Harvard Educational Review 
and M ethods in Teacher 
Education.
In The H andbook o f 
Teaching and Policy, Shulman 
writes: “Teachers m ust have
com m itm ents to a vision o f 
educational excellence in fair 
and just societies, a vision that 
m otivates their choices and 
lends wisdom  to their exercise 
o f professional autonomy. ... 
But the teacher m ust rem ain the 
key. The literature o f effective 
schools is m eaningless, debates 
over educational policy are 
moot, if  the primary agents o f 
instruction  are incapable o f 
perform ing their functions well. 
No m icrocom puter will replace 
them, no television system will 
clone and distribute them, no 
scripted lessons will direct and 
control them , no voucher 
system  will bypass them.”
A t t e n t io n  G r a d u a t e s
* S t a r t  Y o u r  C a r e e r  o n  t h e  R i g h t  T r a c k
* T a il o r e d  C a r e e r  S e a r c h  P r o g r a m s
* A c c e s s  th e  H id d e n  J o b  M a r k e t
* F ull S er v ic e  C a r e e r  C e n te r
* In t e r v ie w  T r a in in g
* R e s u m e  P r e p a r a t io n
6 5 5 - 1 3 5 0  
101 S. P o in te  D r iv e  
E d w a rd s v ille  IL, 6 2 0 2 5
T h e  C a r e e r  C e n t e r
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u s i n e & s
ABLES, JUSTINE SIDNEY 
ADAMS, AARON PAUL 
ADLFINGER, DAVE THOMAS 
AHRENS, KRISTA LYNN 
AKKUS, NEVRIYE GUNES 
ALKIN, ESIN
ANTILLA, ANDREA LOUISE 
ARNOLD, RYAN WILLIAM 
ARSENAULT, PAULA DENISE 
AUSTIN, LURENDA SUE 
BALLINGER, EDWARD LEE 
BEDARD, STACIE LYNN 
BIEWALD, THOMAS D 
BIVER, ROBERT EDWARD 
BLANEY, LYNN MARIE 
BORIK, ROBERT OWEN 
BRANSON, MARY ELIZABETH 
BRECKLE, JULIE LYNN 
BRENNER, MARY E 
BRILEY, SARAH TARESE 
BROYLES, JUSTIN TYE 
BUEHLER, AMY LYNNE 
BULL, BRENT MICHAEL 
BULL, BRENT MICHAEL 
BURGESS, CHERYL RA 
BURRIS, BETTY A 
CADY, PAUL J 
CAHILL, PAUL HAMIjft’ON 






CECIL, JEREMY RA1 
CHAPMAN, ANTHO 
CHARLTON, JULIE Al 
CHRISMAN, JULIE K 
CLAUNCH, CINDY LE 
COATES, CHARLES D 
COLLINS, CHRISTOPHER STEVEN 
COLLINS, TAWANA DENICE 
CRAWFORD, CYNTHIA R 
CUMMINS, CHRISTA LYNN 
CURTIS, MONICA CLAIRE 
CZAJKOWSKI, JAMES DANIEL 
DABBS, SHANE PATRICK 
DALECHEK, DANIEL A 
DAVIS, NICOLE LEIGH 
DAVIS, RUSTY L 
DELAB RE, TIMOTHY JAMES 
DENG, HONGYAN 
DESHASIER, STOSHA DIANE 
DODD, SHEREE RENEE 
DOHLE, JAMES JOSEPH, JR 
DONJON, CHRISTOPHER MICH 
DRISCOLL, LEONARD BRIAN 
DRUM, DENISE MARIE 
DUKE, JEFFREY MICHAEL, II 
EILERING, JENNIFER LEIGH 
ELLET, YOLANDA RENEE 
ESKA, JOHN MICHAEL 
FAGALA, DAWN MARIE 
FAHRNER, TIFFANY ANN 
FAUST, NICOLE ADRIAN 
FEIST, AMY MICHELLE 
FIX, SONIA
FLOWERS, JOSHUA ALAN 
FORCHIN, JEUNESE A 
FRALEY, CHRISTOPHER DAVID 
FRIEDEL, THERESA MARIE 
GARCIA, JORGE OSWALDO, JR 
GARZA, JOSE M 
GASIM, MAHER GASIM 
GEMINN, JASON HOWARD 
GINDLER, MICHAEL C 
GLASER, TRACY LYNN
GLASGOW, RONALD ALLEN, II 
GOMEZ, CARLOS G 
GOODMAN, HEATHER LOUISE 
GOODMAN, JOEL DAVID 
GRAVE, JUSTIN HAYWARD 
GUENTHER, JAMES BRADLEY 
GUTHERZ, AMY R 
HAAS, SARAH MARGARET 
HABERMEHL, MATTHEW J 
HAGEN, ANDREA JEAN 
HAGOOD, SHERRY SHENE 
HALEMEYER, LEANNE ERIKA 
HALL, MARQUS DANTE 
HAVERA, MICHAEL M 
HAWKES, RICK GENE, JR 
HENSIEK TIMOTHY DAVID
SONL
HERNANDEZ, JOSE ANTONI! 
HERRING, MICHAEL J 
HERYUDONO, ANASTASIA H 
HILMES, CHARITY JENE 
HIVELY, SHAWNA LYNN 
HOERTEL, DEBRA JEANNE 
HOLDEN, ANGELA LYNN 
HOLLENDER, JESSICA M 
HUFFMAN,-THOMAS EDWARD 
HUGHES, JOY LEAJSN 
HUSMANN, JJ^M A lf 
JACKELS, CHRISTINA DENISE
























KOCH, JOSHUA LEE 
KOLDA, CYNTHIA MARIE 
KRAMER. JOSEPH JAMES 
KRESSlSTEPH A NIL L 
'ISA \NNT 
KUES. MELISSA ANN I
KUNKEL, NATALIE LYN 
KUSCHE, ELIZABETH JOY 
LACROIX, CHAD J 
^ ■ l a MONT, WILLIAM MATTHEW 
^ A N G I p l f B E R  JO
L e g g e t t , r o d n e y  k e it h
LETNe M, DIANE KAY ■
LE VAULT, TARA JO 
. LONG, STEliHEN PAUL 
LOOM AS, {RA ROBERT 
W  SLOVEJOY, JO ANNA 
^ H u C E R O ,  AARON D
I I KLSH. ELIZABETH ANNE 
MADDOX. STEVEN JAMES 
MADONDO, TOKOZENI SUSAN 
MANNINO, KYLE LYN 
MARIN, ANDREA RENEE 
MARTINEZ TAMAYO, LUIS FELIPE 
MATHIS, RUSSEL DAVID 
MAYHOOD, BRANDT JUSTIN 
MCFADDEN, ANDREA LYNN 
MCGEEHAN, THOMAS FRANCIS, V 
MCKECHAN, ELIZABETH EILEEN 
MCKENNA, KACIE DAWN 
MCMILLIAN, JEFFREY SCOTT 
MCMILLIAN, JUSTIN LEE 
MEFFORD, RACHEL RENEE 
MELTON, LESLIE RENAE 
MEYER, CASEY AMBER 
MILLER, DEBORA JOANNE 
MILLER, KYLE ANDREW 
MILLER, NATHAN MICAH 
MITCHELL, DEMARCUS REMOND 
























MOSS, KIMBERLY R 
MUETH, TOBY MICHAEL 
NAJERA, LORI ANNE 
NELSON, CHERYL DIANE 
NEUDECKER, LISA A 
NUSS, NICOLE D 
OLEARY, DARYL LEE 
PACE, MICHAEL EUGENE 
PATCH, ELLEN KAY 
PEREZ, STELLA M 
PETROLINE, ANDREW C 
PHELPS, CLINTON WILLIAM 
PITTMAN, CHARLES RAY, JR 
POWERS, NICHOLAS MATTHEW 
POWERS, NICHOLAS MATTHEW 
PRICE, HARVEY DANIEL 
PRICE, RYAN L
RAMCLAM, EMORY STANLEY 
RANDOLPH, REGINALD KEITH, JR 
RANSON, TERI REBECCA 
REED, JEFFREY DAVID 
REYNOLDS, JEREMY MICHAEL 
RITZEL, JOSHUA MICHAEL 
SAHNL BROOKE MARIE 
HARD
SANDS, MARY E L ^A BETH 
ANGELA M ARIE 
GENE 
|  NICOLE SUZANNE 
rER, SUSAN L 
| m a , ROHIT 
|EY , RYAN GARRETT 
RODMAN DANII
L A , if-
IAZ, EVSEN 
SISSON, THOR DAVID 
SIVTA, TODD WILLIAM 
SrVKOV, ROMAN VICTOROVICH 
SIVKGV, ROMAN VICTOROVICH 
SKIEF, JASON M 
SLAZINIK. STEVEN MATTHEW 
SMITH, DAWN MARIE 
s p a r k !  ROBERT CHARLES 
STAALAND, BRETT ANDREW 




IS SUHRE, ZACK A
ISA SURFSH, lEEPAK
SWANSON. JENNIFER LYNN 
SWEARINGEN. TODD j 
SZEDt^BKATHRYN 
TERTOCHA. LISA RENEf 
THIEL, SCOTT A 
THIERET, DAN JOSEPH 
THOMAS, JESS ALLEN 
TITUS. BRIANNA LYNN 
TODE, NICHOLAS J 
TOPCUOGLU, AYSE 
TUCKER, MATTHEW DAVID 
VANDER VINNE, AMY LYNN 
VAUGHN, FLOYD 
VOGAN, KAREN KAY 
VOGT, DIANA L 
VOLNER, MICHAEL G 
WATTERS, JASON A 
WEBER, MANDY JEAN 
WEHLING, STEPHEN J 
WEST, JEFFREY LLOYD 
WHEELER, RHONDA SHAY 
WHITE, AMANDA MARIE 
WHITFORD, KAREN F 
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH ANN 
WRIGHT, DONNA S 
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ADKINS, JULIE A A §  mm GRIFFITH. DENISE K ... MS
AMES, PATRICK MICHAEL BS GRUNERT. YVONNE
ANTRIM, TARAH RENEA BS GUNTHER. GINA D MS
BAIDY, LATONYA TRENISE BS HAMILTON, AMY ELIZABETH MS
BECKER, CAROLYN ELIZABETH MS HANLON, HEATHER MARIE BS
BERGMAN, DEBORAH LEE MS HASKELL, MARY E MS
BILBREY, LISA M BS HAWKINS, KELLEY LYNNETTE BS
B1RK, MELISSA JOY BS HAWTHORNE, RAEDEANE NANETTE BS
BLESSMAN, DONNA JEAN BS HEADRICK, DUSTIE ELIZABETH BS
BOEHLER, MARGARET LOUISE MS HELM, ROBERT WILLIAM BS
BRADDOCK, TERRI LYNN MS HELMERS. LORI BETH BS
BRADLEY, PAMELA LEA TURNER BS HEPNER, ERIC S BS
BROWN, TANYA DENISE BS 1IOFFMAN, DAVID RAY, JR BS
BRUCE, KAREN S MS HOLMAN. DEBBIE LYNN MS
BRYANT, AMANDA J BS HOOD, JESSICA MARIE BS
CAIARELLI, MARIETTA R MS' HOWE, TERESA DEE BS
CAMPBELL, SHIRLEY MAUREEN MS INGRAM, DEBRA KAY
CARR, PATRICIA ELAINE MS JAMES, CYNTHIA LYNN MS
CARTER, MARY E MS JOHNSON, CAMILLE MARIE p i s
CHAPMAN, ELLEN MS JOHNSON, DENISE LYNNE MS
COLLINS, PAULA MARIE BS KAMP. JANE MICHELLE MS
COSTELLO, DANA RENEE MS KEAt'STERMEIER. LISA LYNN MS
CREVISTON, TERESA MARY BS ^ LAMPLEY. KAREN SUE MS
DARR, TONYA MARIE MS LANCASTER, LAUREN BS
DAY, MARILYN LEE MS LAY, JAN ELIZABETH BS
DONEY, SHERRY ANN MS LUDVIGSEN. MARY ALICE MS
DUFT, JESSICA ERIN MS LUDWIG, HEIDI ELLEN MS
DUSINSKI, JAIME LYNN BS MANIKOWSKA-SROK( )WSKA, AGATA D BS
ELMORE, HEATHER NICOL,E BS MARTIN. BETH ANN BS
ELY, MARY ELIZABETH MS MARTIN, DEBORAH ANN BS
EYMAN, TONI JEAN BS MAXE1NER, ANGELIA DELYNN MS
FAILLE, PAMELA L MS' MAYNARD, JUDY ANN BS
FIAUSH, JAYNE ELIZABETI\ MS MCCALL, LINDA LOU MS
FOLLOWELL, LYNN M MS MCCARTHY, LEAELLYN MS
FOSTER. RICHARD MATI IUEW MS MCDONAL, ELLEN M MS*
FRYER, JONATHAN KEITH BS MCGINN, MOLLY JO BS
GALLAGHER, CHRISTINE I BS MCGOVERN, KELLY ANNE BS
GLASER, GENEVA GAIL BS MERRILL. BRENDA KAY MS
GOEWERT, ARDEN JEAN MS' MILLER, JAMES 0 MS
BS
MILLS, RHONDA SUE 
MINES, CHERYL LYNN 
MORPHEW, SUZANNE FLATLEY 
MUDER. KATHY JO  
NATWICK, SANDRA LEE 
NORWOOD. TEANYA R 
PHJLLIPS-FAUVER. DEBORAH 
PIPER. MARY K 
RADER, MELINDA J 
RICH, CINDY LEA 
RIFE, KELLY I 
REST. KAREN M 
SALA. CATHERINE M 
SCHATTE, GINA MARIE 
SCHWIND, CATHY JO 
SEATON. TRACY LYNNE 
SHEA, KEVIN MICHAEL 
SHIELDS, DONNA SUE 
SMITH, KATHY SUE 
SMITH. THERESA A 
STELLHORN, AMY LOUISE 
STOCKAMP, ANGELA KAYE 
STUMPF, BEVERLY JO 
SYDNEY, ANNE O 
THORNTON, PAMELA SUE 
TONRY. JUDY MARIE 
TOOLEY, KIMBERLY ANNE 
TRAEDER, GLORI LYNN 
' TROTTER, RENE L 
VALIANT, TARA 
WAGNER. MICHAEL CURTIS, II 
WALTHF.S, REBECCA ADRIENNE 
WEEKS, DONNA L - 
WENDE. ANGELA MARY 
WICKLINE, JONI LYNN 
WILD, MARSHA LEIGH 
WILLIAMS, JENNIFER LEA 
WILSON-BUSHUR, SARA ANN 










































(TJte iX le s tle  lo is h e s  to
c o m fiH ttu la fo  a ll
(( jc ( ir  ’v a iH id u a te & .
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C h a n g e s . . .
M ore than 46 ,000  people 
ob tained nutritional m eals 








www.unitedwaypartnership.orgMorris University Center 
wishes to Congratulate
all the "XK 
May Graduates
.  : > >
with your Future
Cassens







EL)WAflt>SV ILL E/GLEN CARRON 
C H R Y SLE R  • DO DG E • PLYM OUTH
Oall Rental 692-7386
3 3 3 3  S. H W Y  159  -  G len  C a rb o n  
2  M ile s  N o rth  O f 1-270
EVEN BOY GENIUSES TO
GET THEIR INFORMA TI0N FROM 
SOMEWHERE.
KNOW yOUR WORLD 
READ THE ALESTLE
If you ask nicely, you 
might arrange to get 
paid in quarters.
Hey, it doesn ’t take a math m ajor to know that 
college living can cause som e serious dam age to
your cash reserves Luckily fo r
you, Schnucks has part-tim e jobs available with 
flexible hours that’ll fit just about every student’s
busy schedule.
Just think... now you w on ’t have to go home to do 
laundry or take up a collection to order a 
pizza. And, who knows? You m ight even be able 
to pay o ff your student charge!
W e o ffe r com petitive starting wages, w eekly
paychecks and a friendly, fast-paced
w ork environm ent. To apply, just stop by your 
nearest Schnucks o r call the Em p lo ym e n t
Hotline at 314.994.4170.
Equal Opportunity Employer 
© 20 0 1, Schnuck Markets, Inc.
CVS/Pharmacy
Congratulations on making it through 
one more year of school!
CVS Pharmacy would like to reward 
any student with a free 5x7, with the 
purchase of 1 hour double prints- 24 
exposures for only $10.99! No other 
discounts apply.
A special gift to graduating seniors.
A free 4x6 graduation picture. Photos 
will be taken by the fountain at the 
Edwardsville city library between 11:00 
and 12:00 on Saturday May 5, 2001.
r f t o l l j f . w o o d  ★
, $ 5 . 0 0  O F F \, ANY PACKAGE OR LOTION $25 OR MORE .
CALL TODAY 656-8266
AO**
♦  T hursday. A pril 26, 2001
P eople, E ntertainment & Comics
SIUE theater presents 'Godspell' 
and 'The Wizard of Oz' this summer
A l e s t l e  S t a f f  R e p o r t
The SIUE theater departm ent will bring two loved 
m usicals to the stage this sum m er for the 2001 
Summer Showbiz season.
The summer season begins with the classic, family 
m usical “The W izard of Oz.” Famous for the 1939 
movie starring Judy Garland, the musical is about a 
young girl named Dorothy. Unhappy with her boring 
life in Kansas, Dorothy, Toto and her house are 
whisked away by a tornado to a land somewhere over 
the rainbow. There, she meets her infamous friends the 
Scarecrow, the Tin Man and the Cowardly Lion.
Together they follow the yellow brick road in 
search of the W izard who can grant their wishes. 
Based on the book by L. Frank Baum, “The 
Wizard of Oz” takes the stage at 7:30 p.m.
June 14 through 16 and 21 through 23.
M atinee perform ances will begin at 2 
p.m. June 17 and 24.
Next, the stage will be transform ed 
into an abandoned theater as the 
departm ent presents “Godspell.” Since 
its premiere, “Godspell” has remained 
an im m ensely successful rock opera, 
breaking new ground in its stage 
treatm ent o f Jesus Christ. “Godspell” is 
based on the G ospel according to 
M atthew ; this m odern and 
contem porary retelling is a celebration 
o f music, mime, comedy and slapstick.
The score of “G odspell” calls on all 
modern musical influences, including
rock, gospel and ragtime and includes the hits “Prepare 
Ye the Way of the Lord” and “Day by Day.”
“Godspell” will be perform ed at 7:30 p.m. July 12 
through 14 and 19 through 21. The musical begins at 2 
p.m. July 15 and 22.
AwARd'wiNNiNq 'AidA' tour STops at tIie Fox
A i f s t i .f. S t a ff  R e p o r t
Broadway’s Tony-Award winning musical love story “Aida” will make the Fox 
Theatre its second stop on its national tour.
“Aida” will play the Fox Theatre for 13 performances Friday through 
May 6.
The musical features new music and lyrics by Elton John 
and Tim Rice.
The production, which received four Tony Awards 
last year, opened on Broadway at the Palace Theatre on 
March 23, 2000, and has been playing to capacity 
audiences ever since.
The musical is the tale of Aida, a captured 
Nubian princess who becomes the 
handmaiden to the pharaoh’s daughter, 
Princess Amneris. Aida, whose noble rank 
is unknown to the Egyptians, falls in love 
with her captor, Radames, who is also 
Amneris’ betrothed. The characters 
are torn between love and their 
higher socio-political duties.
Tickets range from $17 to $67 
and are on sale now at the Fox 
Theatre box office and all MetroTix 
W k  locations, including Famous Barr 
H  stores, Streetside Records and select 
W  Schnucks Video Centers, To charge 
j v  by phone, call MetroTix at (314) 534- 
jf 1111 or visit the Web site at 
I www.metrotix.com. Groups of 20 or 
more can call the Fox group sales office 
at (314) 535-2900 for special rates. For 
more information, visit the Fox on the 
Web at www.fabulousfox.com P h o t o s  c o u r t e s y  w w w .e d ja m e s o n .c o m / b w i .h t m .
♦  P a g e  8
>  "  v !
B e t h  K r u z a n
P h o t o  S t r in g e r  *
Q u e s t io n :  C7| y o u  c o u ld  
c a s t  y o u r s e l f  iu  a  m o v ie ,  
w K a t  w o u ld  i t  b e  a n d  w k y ?
fl I c s t I c
sncwMH
‘“ How to M ake an A m erican 
Q uilt' because I liked the them e 
o f bringing older traditions with 
to d ay ’s society.”
Lexi H otz
Vocal perform ance/m usic business
“ ‘Snatch’ because that movie 
sounds finger-licking good.” 
Jerrad  W oelfel 
A ccounting
WE REAW OO W riDjW JCH $ L i£  
ON M T E IM  (^SESSIONS. 1 THlMK 
SOMETIMES WE R3R&ET THAT 
U f y ’RE JUST THINGS.
V
T h u r s d a y , A p r il  26. 2001 ♦
-̂ wiiEiAsr
T W £ )O U B « D W
N6  (TJWNE/j




“ ‘Cruel In ten tions’ so I could  be 
w ith Ryan Phillipe.”
Katie M cBride 
U ndecided
“ ‘Pleasantville’ so I could be the 
only one with a suntan.”
Tony Santiago 
Sociology
S(WE PB3PIE SPEND THEIR 
WHOLE IISES COLLECTING STUFF 
THAT THEY THINK WiLL MAKE 
THEM t# p y , WHILE/ST THE I  
SAME TWE PUSHING 
m y  ALL THE PEOPLE 
THAT CAN BRIN6 THEM 





United Campus M inistry
Spiritual Growth Group - 
Soup fo r Finals 
11:00a.m. - 1:00p.m. 
Religious Center
Livewire
12:00p.m. - 1:00p.m. 
Quad/Goshen Lounge 
M orris University Center 
University Center Board
SLDP Module
5:00p.m. - 6:00p.m. 
Meridian Ballroom 
Morris University Center
Debate - 'The Role of the 
• M edia in Youth Violence: 
Scapegoat or Co­
conspirator”
Nadine Strossen (ACLU) 
and Jack Thompson 
(Attorney)
?:30p.m.
Meridian Hall, M orris 
University Center 
$4 Students $8 General
Choral/Orchestra Concert
7:30p.m.





Dunham Hall Theater 
82 Students/$3 General
Saturday, April 28
Final exam inations in 
weekend classes.
M en's & W om en's Track
SIUE Twilight (Hep./Dec.) 
TBA
Korte Stadium
W alk Am erica 2001
8:00a.m. - Registration; 
9:00a.m. - Official start 
Edwardsville Junior High 
School
Men's Baseball












Dunham Hall Theater 
$5 All Tickets
Sunday, April 29 Monday, April 30
Men's Track Final exam inations in




Catholic M ass/Social Jonathon Thomas- Prints
10:30a.m. & 8:30p.m. through May 5
Religious Center New Wagner Gallery
Gallery Exhibition •









Tuesday, M ay 1
Final exam inations in 
weekday and evening 
classes.
United Campus M inistry
Spiritual Growth Group - 
Soup for Finals 
11:00a.m. - 1:00p.m. 
Religious Center
For More Information Call 650-5555
I T I I
Wednesday, May 2
Final exam inations in 
weekday and evening 
classes.
United Campus M inistry
Spiritual Growth Group - 
Soup for Finals 
11:00a.m. - 1:00p.m. 
Religious Center
♦  Thursday. A pril 26, 2001 a i c s t i q Page D  ♦






Fun fo r the Whole Family!
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
May 18,2001,5:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Morris University Center
Free Parking on University Lot B  
Snack food available for purchase 
For more information,
Call (618) 650-3645.
GREAT ACTIVITIES: O r  • \
*Video Karaoke* *Arts and Crafts* *Games*
'Clowns and facepainting* Community Agencies*
*And Much More*
©Disney
Today in sports history
On this day in 1980, Oakland Athletic 
manager Billy Martin was restrained by 
umpires from attacking a fan who was 
pelting him with marshmallows. It was 
Martin's first appearance in Minnesota 
after a fight with a marshmallow 
salesman there earlier in the season.
a s e b a l l
rts S O m L L J I M U t t MLady Cougars finish Great Lakes Valley Conference regular season in Kentucky.See page 11
1
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SIUE baseball back among nation’s best
SIUE will look to improve its Great lakes Valley Conference record this weekend
Right: Second 
baseman Mark Bugger 
is the all-time leader in 
hits at SIUE.
“Everything is riding on 
Saturday and Sunday.
- head coach Gary Collins
J ESS IC AC LI )S EN/A LESTLE 
Left: Senior Pitcher 
Josh Clark has a 3-1 
record.
Below: Catcher Todd 
Haug is batting .257 in 
44 games.
K e l i  K e e n e r
S p o r t s  S t r i n g e r
After splitting its last three conference 
doubleheaders, the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association Division II No. 25- 
ranked baseball team will face its most 
challenging games of the season this 
weekend.
The Cougars will take on the 
University of M issouri-St. Louis 
Rivermen in a three-game series at home.
“Everything is riding on Saturday and 
Sunday,” head coach Gary Collins said in 
a recent press release.
UMSL, 25-25 overall and 13-8 in the 
Great Lakes Valley Conference, trails 
SIUE in the South Division standings by 
only three games. These games will be 
crucial for both teams.
UMSL pitchers threw solidly in both 
games against Indiana University Purdue 
University-Fort Wayne over the weekend.
Saturday’s doubleheader versus the
Rivermen will begin at noon. Sunday’s 
single game is scheduled for I p.m.
Last week, the Cougars won three out 
o f six games as they were host for 
conference rivals the University of 
Southern Indiana, the University of 
Indianapolis and Northern Kentucky 
University.
“It was a very disappointing 
weekend,” Collins said. “I wasn’t very 
happy with our offense. We have been 
playing a lot better but didn’t have very 
good at-bats and lost a game in the 
standings.”
Collins said he was pleased with the 
pitching however.
“I thought M att W ilkinson, Dave 
Crouthers, Bret Giaudrone and Nick 
Seibert pitched well. Seibert kept us in the 
game until we could score runs,” he said.
Wilkinson and Seibert each picked up 
a win last weekend. Wilkinson earned two 
wins with the 12-5 victory against 
Southern Indiana and the 6-1 win against
Indianapolis. He improved his flawless 
record to 7-0 on the season.
Seibert earned his first win of the year 
and is 1-2. He allowed two runs on four 
hits and struck out five batters against 
Northern Kentucky. Seibert finished the 
week 6-for-23 at the plate with two home 
runs and six RBIs.
Crouthers, 6-6, gave up seven runs on 
five hits and fanned eight batters in his two 
stints on the mound last week; however, he 
earned losses in both games, losing to 
Southern Indiana 4-1 and Northern 
Kentucky 5-4.
Giaudrone pitched relief in four 
games. He gave up two runs on three hits 
and waved eight batters. Giaudrone earned 
his 10th save of the season against 
Northern Kentucky in game two of the 
doubleheader. He leads the GLVC with his
1.40 ERA.
Collins said Chad Opel had quality at- 
bats. Opel finished the week 9-for-22 with 
two doubles, a triple, a home run, five runs 
scored and five RBIs. Opel improved his 
average to .337 and leads the Cougars with 
59 runs scored.
Mark Bugger remains the team leader 
in batting average. Over the weekend, he 
increased his average to .420.
As a team, SIUE leads the GLVC in 
four offensive categories. The Cougars 
rank No. 1 with 1,421 at-bats, 1,655 total 
plate appearances, 280 RBIs and 255 
strikeouts.
The Cougars played their final 
nonconference game of the season 
Wednesday at home against Lindenwood 
University. Due to deadline, the Alestle 
was unable to post those scores.
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SIUE softball finishes out regular season
B r a n d e n  P e t e r s o n
S po rts  R epo r ter
The SIUE softball team will 
conclude its regular season play 
this weekend on the road.
This weekend the Lady 
Cougars will play doubleheaders 
against the Lady Knights of 
Bellarmine College and the Lady 
Panthers of Kentucky Wesleyan 
College.
On Saturday SIUE will face 
Bellarmine, which is tied for 
fourth in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference with a 11-7 
conference record.
The Lady Knights will look 
to featured pitcher Jamie 
Robinson who leads the team in 
wins. Robinson has pitched her 
way to an 8-5 record.
Kara Houston is second on 
the Bellarmine pitching staff with 
a 7-3 win total.
So far this year, the Lady 
Knights have split with Lewis 
University and the No. 6-ranked 
University of Missouri-St. Louis 
in conference play. They have 
swept conference series with 
Kentucky Wesleyan and the 
University of Indianapolis.
The Lady Cougars and the 
Lady Knights will battle it out
Saturday in Louisville, Ky.
Sunday the Lady Cougars 
will travel to Owensboro, Ky., to 
face the Lady Panthers of 
Kentucky Wesleyan.
The Lady Panthers are 
ranked eighth in the GLVC with a 
5-13 conference record.
Sandy Nevy leads the Lady 
Panthers in hitting with a .410 
batting average, 21 RBIs and four 
home runs this season.
The Lady Panthers will also 
look to get offensive productivity 
from Becky Moses and Kerry 
McHugh.
Moses is carrying a .343 
batting average with 18 RBIs and 
three home runs this year.
McHugh has a .256 batting 
average and has driven in five 
Kentucky Wesleyan teammates.
On the pitching mound, the 
Lady Panthers have Moses and 
Stephanie- McCarra.
Moses has been the 
workhorse for the pitching staff 
so far, throwing in 18 of 40 
games this year. She is carrying a 
3.14 ERA and has a 6-12 record, 
allowing 49 runs and striking out 
66 batters in 109 innings pitched.
The Lady Panthers will have 
their hands full with the Lady 
Cougars, who are among the
nation’s best in offense.
As a team, the Lady Cougars 
are ninth in the nation in batting 
average, with a .339 average.
SlOE’s Erin Newman is in 
the top 20 in two hitting 
categories. Newman ranks 19th 
in home runs with 11 and 13th in 
the nation with 48 RBIs.
Teammate Katie Waldo leads 
the nation in stolen bases with 45 
in 47 attempts. Waldo is 19th in 
the nation with six triples.
The SIUE pitching staff is 
still hot this season with Dawn 
Farmer, Missy Koenig and 
RyAnn Spann.
Spann has been on the 
pitcher’s mound 11 times this 
season, facing 197 batters with 
45 strikeouts.
She also recorded two no­
hitters early in the season.
Koenig has made 20 
appearances this season, facing 
480 batters while striking out 41.
Farmer has made 20 
appearances this season and has 
faced 440 batters, striking out 56.
The Lady Cougars will play 
a doubleheader against 
Bellarmine at 1 p.m. Saturday 
and will play another 
doubleheader against Kentucky 
Wesleyan at 1 p.m. Sunday.
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SIUE host for Twilight 
Meet at Korte Stadium
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SIUE will play host to the SIUE Twilight Meet this weekend. The 
men’s and women's track teams are both coming off the Great 
Lakes Valley Conference championships in Romeoyitte, SIUE 
placed seven competitors on the AIHSLVC team.
Celebrate National Employee 
Health & Fitness Month
Make Your Move! is a five-week interactive 
program designed to help you establish a more 
healthy and active lifestyle by participating in 
regular physical activity andlearning to make 
healthier choices. The ultimate goal of the 
program is to encourage you to achieve a 
higher level of health. The program is fun, non­
competitive, educational, and designed for 
persons of all ages and abilities.
How the Program Works...
• You earn points for practicing healthy 
behaviors such as goal setting, exercising, 
eating well, getting adequate sleep, and 
participating in social activities with family and 
friends.
• Individuals who earn at least 125 points will 
win a prize!
• During each week of the program you will 
receive handouts that provide you with 
information on various health and fitness 
related topics. The information contained in 
these handouts is geared toward helping you 
achieve your physical activity and healthy 
behavior goals.
Incentive prizes will be awarded to all 
participants w h o  successfully 
com plete the program !
This program is FREE!
All SIUE faculty & staff members are eligible 
to participate.
Sign up at the Employee Fitness & 
Benefits Fair or call 
650-BWEL to obtain a registration form. 
For more information call Fitness Coordinator 
Aimee Knitter at 650-5392.
Sponsored by the Wellness Center
Employee Fitness & Benefits Fair 
and 
Staff Senate Barbecue
May 1, 2001; 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Student Fitness Center
Chancellor's Walk;
K ick o f f  N ational Employee Health & Fitness M onth and  
“M ake Your M ove” by participating in the Chancellors Walk!
The annual 2 mile walk with Chancellor David Werner and the 
Vice Chancellors begins at 11:30 a.m. from  the front doors o f  the 
University Center, and will conclude at the Student Fitness 
Center. A ll walkers who are not members o f  the Student Fitness 
Center will receive a free three-month Student Fitness Center 
membership that begins on May 1, 2001 and ends on August 1, 
2001. Current Student Fitness Center members will receive a T- 
shirt.
Information Exhibits Include: Area Hospitals, Health, 
Dental, and Life Insurance Carriers, State Universities 
Retirement System, Tax Sheltered Annuities, and University 
Program Units.
Attendance Prizes Include: Mountain bike, $25.00 Bookstore 
gift certificates, and a fu ll year’s membership to the Student 
Fitness Center.
Staff Senate Barbecue Fundraiser
Barbecue Buffet Includes:
Pork rib tips, cole slaw, baked beans, potato salad, bread, 
dessert, and beverage. A vegetarian pasta option will also be 
available
Cost: $6.00
Carryout orders are available the day of the event.
Advanced tickets fo r  barbecue are recommended and are available from  
Staff Senate members, Union Station, and at the Student Fitness Center 
reception desk. Senators are: Lora Flamm, Karen York, Carole Graff, 
Jesse Harris, Judy Pifer, Ann Schonlau, Mick Ostrander, Gloria 
Hartmann, Eric Barnett, Bill Dusenbery, Connie Schaefer, Melanie 
Schoenborn, Bill Hendey, Cindy Korte, Shron Ridens, Donna Blackwill, 
L. Wense, and Gary Dunn.
Sponsored by:
Campus Recreation, Office o f Human Resources, & University Staff Senate
2001 SIUE Faculty & Staff Summer 
Golf League
Who: SIUE faculty, staff, & spouses
What: 9-hole, 12-week golf league 
When: Begins on May 29th at 5:00 p.m. 
Where: Stonebridge Golf Club in Maryville, IL
The cost is $ 16/round per player, which pays for 
green fees and a cart. All interested participants 
should turn in the registration form to the Student 
Fitness Center Front Desk. Registration forms are 
due by May 8th.
For more information call Chad Rodgers at 
650-3242 or T.K. Partha at 650-3676.
SIUE Faculty & Staff Summer 
Tennis League
Who: SIUE faculty, staff, & spouses
What: Summer tennis league
When: Wednesday nights, Saturday mornings
Where: SIUE Athletics” Tennis Courts
Entry to this league is FREE to all participants. Please 
send registration forms to Campus Box #1057 to 
Chad Rodgers. The league will begin on May 30th 
and run through August 4th.
For more information call Chad Rodgers at 
650-3242 or T.K. Partha at 650-3676.
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PERSONALS
Diamonds are a girls best friend, andi
you are my #1 Kappa. Congratulations 
Korleone! I am so proua of you. 
Love Crissy 4/26/01
To my favorite Kappa Konkrete I am so
proua of you. Congratulations on your 
quest pn K.SX.T.I Even when we were at 
opposite ends, I never stopped thinking 
about you I miss you and Good Luck! 
Secret Admire
HELP WANTED
Wanted: 100 faces needed for free 
makeovers. Call 692-0377. 4/26/01
Summer job. Outdoor laborer. 35-40 hrs. 
a week. Starting $7.50 hr. 345-9131
4/26/01
FOR SALE
Porsche 944 rare automatic red askini
‘ 00 C '~  ----------
I 78K
3,9 OBO. Call”  6 1 8 5 T l ^429§
4/26/01
Your 4/26/01
Congratulations to the Alpha Phi Sister 
o f the Week, Jaycie. 4/26/01
Jiratu lations S.N.A.K.E.E.Y.E.S!. feII that your journey was long am 
ara, but I am glad that you made it to 
finish lii ' "  ^
Con
:an
ne. Love, Roomy.D. 4/26/01
To Igneous o f S. S. Empirical Selections 
Congratulations! I am so proud of you. 
You ve always been a true AKA at heart.
Love your cousin, Diona 4/26/01
Congratulations to a ll o f the 
participants in the Phi Psi 500. W ay to 
lake one for the team! Love the women
of A 0 E  4/26/01
A 0 E  Cpngrats to the g irls w h o
completed tneir pearls. W ay to go 
Epsilon class especially A O E  is 
extremely proud of you. Love A<J>E
4/26/01
Congratulations DS21derful forces
Especially Paris A.K.A. Pro2call, Kim 
A.K.A. N4red Cqodie A.K.A. Lifeline 
LoriAKA DaRevolver Tammy A.K.A. 
Invincib e and K.S.Kutthroat Steve Tvrese 
"ILL"will John "N a rd " Jason from 
KueenB 4/26/01
C ongratu lations Soror
your accomplishments 
Love, your sorors of 
Sororify Inc.
Edwardsville Cydery is looking for two 
salespeople, male or female. Good 
>le skills. Apply within or call
4/26/01
Experienced, fulltime, dependable child 
caregiver needed in our home in 
Maryville for summer. Hours 6:45am - 
5:00pm. References and transportation 
required. Contact Aimee at 236-5512 
between 8:00am and 5:00pm or at 
344 -9177 after 6:00pm . Early 
childhood education desirable. 4/26/01
Hannegan's Restaurant and Pub, The
Best Restaurant on the Landing, has 
immediate opening's for the following 
positions for Energetic, Happy people 
that want to make great money. 
Day/Evening servers. Day/Evening 
cooks. Apply in person or call M ark for 
an appt. 341-241-8877. 719 N. 
Second Lacledes Landing. 4/26/01
Nanny Wanted: Start M ay 21st for 3 
mo. and 5 yr. old in Caseyville. Hrs. 
8:30 - 5:15 p.m. W ant loving and 
reliable person. Salary neg. Ref. and 
car required. Call 344-6845 4/26/01
Used books a t bargain prices. Good 
Buy Bookshop, Lgvepy Library Room 
0012. Wednesdays & Thursdays 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sponsored by Friends 
of Lovejoy Library. 4/26/01
1994 Suzuki Katana 600
ndition very low miles.
i P 8 S ‘
Motorcycle 
perfect co  
$2900/O BO . Call 314-638-2705.
4/26/01
ir Q  58|<ex ce llen t cond ition  :
97  Taurus
: l!
Power Auto AC 
8200. 462-5886.
4/26/01
1997 Firebird Formula, 42,000 miles 
excellent,condition. LT1 /3 5 0  285 h.p. 
C a llfo r details 650-0022 or 939-4881.
4/26/01
Great Deal! Kenmore washer and dryer. 
Brand New in December. Excellent
Condition. Bare ly used. $500.00
656-2783. 4/26/01
Cellphone Sale used but not abused 2 
Nokias '1 Sprint. Contact Belicia at 
(618) 650-0286 4/ 26/01
'9 0  Honda Accord Ex fo u r door 
. loaded/ sunroof 160,000
FOR RENT
Roommate wanted for summer or full 
year. $285/m onth includes utilities and 
w /d . call 910-7456 4/26/01
Collinsville. 1 plus Bedroom apartment 
for rent. Refrigerator, stove. $350 
month. 1 year lease. Newly remodeled. 
We pay heat, water, and trash. 1231 
Constance. 346-7422. 4/26/01
Grad. Student needs to sublease one 
bedroom/studio type apartment May 
1 9 - Aug 11 529-8616. 4/26/01
automatic ______ ___
miles $3,400 288-7641. 4/26/01
Dr. Brown for
_ at the university 
Delta Sigma Theta
4/26/01
“Human kind cannot bear 
very much reality.”
- T  S. Eliot
Positions Available
Water Safety Instructors ($10/hr)
and
Certified Lifeguards ($8/hr)
Successful children swim program 
and Adult water exercise program
Must have current 
first aid and CPR training 
Continuing Education
L ew is & Clark 
Community C ollege  
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£  311 North Main Street 
Edwardsville, IL 62025
For more information 
about p la ting  a 
classified ad, 
tontact the Alestle  
at 6 5 0 -3 5 2 8  or 
visit the office on 
the second floor of 
the M orris  
University Center.
Cassens





/  Lowest Rates 
/  No One Reeusid 
/  Credit Caros O K  
s  Fast Phone Q u o tis  
/ low D o w n  Payments





Chrysler Products - Well Equipped
“A Size To Fit Your Needs”
T S  C e t s s e t t s
EVWARUSV1LLE/GLEN CARRON 
CH R Y SLE R  • DO DG E • PLYM OUTH
C o l l  R e n t a l  692-7386
3 3 3 3  S. hi WY 159  -  G len  C a rb o n  
2  M ile s  N o rth  O f 1-270
J ^ ) e l t a  i y m a  ^ h e t a Q ^ n c .
Presents




Saturday, April 28th 
Cougar Den, 7:00 p.m.
Funded in whole or part by student activity fees.
A ? e n e W
Sum m er in Chicago?
Take summer courses at Daiey 
College with great faculty.
Community college rates, 
award-winning programs in math,
Spanish, political science; full offering 
in math, CIS, general education.
7500 South Pulaski, Chicago, IL 60652 
For scedule, call (773) 838-7986 (24 hours) 
Or visit http://ccc.edu/daley
